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ABSTRACT 

This research is devoted to the development of an intelligent production scheduling 

sys tern. 

The constraints in design and manufacturing aspects are considered in production 

scheduling. Design constraints are modeled using a feature-based product representation 

scheme. Manufacturing constraints are defmed as available resources, including facilities 

and persons. Manufacturing requirements, including tasks and precedence constraints for 

accomplishing these tasks, are d e s m i d  as part of product feature descriptions. 

The two intelligent scheduling fiulctions - predictive scheduling and reactive 

scheduling are implemented in a multi-agent enviromeat. In predictive scheduling, the 

optimal production task sequences, timing parameters of these tasks, and resource 

allocation for accomplishing these tasks are identified based upon heuristic search and 

agent-based negotiation. In reactive scheduling, the rescheduling and agent-based 

negotiation approaches are used to modify the original schedules for responding to 

production demand changes and resource changes. 

This system has been implemented using Visualworks and tested for production 

scheduling at Gienow Building Roducts Ltd. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This introductory chaprer is organized as follows: Section 1.1 'sketches the research 

background Section 1.2 formulates the problems in production scheduling that motivated 

this research Section 1.3 presents an overview of this research. Section 1.4 gives the 

outline of the thesis. 

1.1 Background 

With growing competition in the global market, the manufacturing industry must utilize 

the advanced technologies in product development to provide new products with shorter 

lead-time and better overall performance. 

Development of a product undergoes a sequence of processes including conceptual 

design, embodiment design, detailed design, process planning, production scheduling, 

manufacturing, inspection, assembly, and so on. With the advances in computer 

technologies, especially in artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, the traditionai product 

development activities, including design and manufacturing* have been automated by 

utilizing the advanced design and manufacturing technoIopies, such as, computer-aided 

design, automated process planning and production scheduling, CNC machining, flexible 

manufacturing. quality control, and so on Kusiak 92; Singh 961. 



Among all these product development activities, production scheduling is a process 

to allocate appropriate resources for the required manufacturing tasks and to identify the 

sequence and timing parameters to accomplish these tasks. Limited resources include 

facilities, personnel, materials, and so on. A good schedule can reduce the efforts in 

manufacturing, thus improving the competitiveness of the products. 

Production scheduling has gathered much interest from both academia and 

manufacturing industries over the last three decades. The early work on production 

scheduling focused on developing methods and algorithms for generating the sequence to 

complete required tasks considering either only one processor (machine) or multiple 

processors (machines) [Baker 74; Bedworth 87; Rodammer 891. In each of those 

scheduling methods, the optimal schedule is generated to achieve a certain desired god 

such as to minimk the total make-span to complete all the selected tasks. or to minimize 

the mean flow of these selected tasks. 

The early researches highly simplified the production scheduling problems 

encountered in practice. Since the last decade, the research community has realized that 

existing scheduling methods were not able to solve the actual industrial problems, 

because the red-life complexity of industrial plants was not considered sufficiently 

[Graves 811. Fit, the industrial scheduling problems are dynamic in nature, i.e., new 

orders are received continuously during the production process. Second, during the 

production process, the created schedule may be changed to reflect the changes of 

product demand and manufacturing conditions. Production demand changes include 

insertion of an order to be completed within a short period of time that is required by a 

customer and removal of an order that is cancelled by a customer. Manufacturing 

condition chaages include disturbance events of resources such as machine breakdowns 

and worker absence. 

With the advances in computer technologies, it becomes possibIe to develop 

effective scheduling systems to address the real industrial scheduling problems. To this 

end, solving the reactive scheduling problems has become a major issue in current 

scheduling researches mean 91; Zweben 94; Szelk 941. Contrary to predictive 



scheduling, which generates schedule based on availabfe information before execution of 

the required production orders, reactive scheduling aims at updating the existing schedule 

to adapt changes in production environment during the production process [Zweben 94; 

Kon 981. An effective production scheduling system should be able to track, react to, and 

compensate for changes in the shop floor environment. The research presented in this 

thesis focuses on developing an intelligent production scheduling system using both 

predictive scheduling approach and reactive scheduling approach. 

According to the survey on existing scheduling researches, intelligence scheduling 

has emerged as a promising technique to be used by industry. Intelligent scheduling 

methods solve scheduling problems using artificial intellige%ce (AI) techniques. 

Intelligent scheduling was initiated by Fox in 1983 for identifying the optimal schedule 

by incorporating red world constraints [Fox 831. In Fox's research, constraints were used 

for guiding the direction of search to identlfy the feasible and the optimal schedules. 

Since then, many researches on constraint-based scheduling and rescheduling have been 

carried out [Zweben 941. 

The intelligent approaches have been proved effective for conducting both predictive 

scheduling and reactive scheduling [Zweben 941. For predictive scheduling, generally 

intelligent scheduling approaches aim at identifying the optimal schedule through 

iterative search process. To improve the search efficiency, many constraint propagation 

methods, which deduce more constraints from the current available constraints, have 

been introduced to reduce the search space [Zweben 941. For reactive scheduling, most 

researches attempt to revise only partial created schedules for responding to the 

production environment changes without rescheduling aIl the required tasks pean 9 1; 

Zweben 94; Szeke 941. 

Both conventional predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling methods were 

primarily developed based on cenhltlized control architecture, in which a i I  the knowledge 

base and database were desm'bcd in the same place [parunak 961. This control 

architecture has difficulty in handling complex manufacturing systems that require 

knowledge and data in different places. Due to the complexity of real world scheduling 



problems, improvement in scheduling efficiency, while maintaining the scheduling 

quality. still needs to be conducted. The recent research in agent-based distributed 

systems provides new approaches to solve the problems caused by centralized scheduling 

parunak 961. The goal of this research is to develop an intelligent production scheduling 

system based on the intelligent scheduling approach and the agent-based distributed 

modeling approach. 

1.2 Objectives 

Since the last decade, a number of intelligent production scheduling systems have been 

developed [Zweben 941. Despite of the progress, these systems still fall short of being 

complete scheduling systems. Problems of the conventional production scheduling 

systems are summarized into the following aspects, which motivated this research* 

I .  A method to model mrm Jactrcring requirements rmd associate these requirements 

with the design descriptiom is needed 

In the conventional production scheduling systems, manufacturing requirements are 

given as tasks. Each task specifies its requirements for resources including facilities 

and persons. These tasks are not associated with the design descriptionsfconstraints. 

Therefore, the computer-based design and scheduling systems were developed as 

separated systems. Since design descriptions also infIuence the requirements of 

manufacturing tasks, an integrated scheme for representing product design description 

and manufacturing requirements should be developed. 

2. A distrt'buted method tomodet manMacturing resources is required 

Manufacturing constraints are usually modeled as resources, such as facilities and 

persons, in scheduling systems. ConventionalIy, the scheduling systems were 

developed using a centralized approach, by which the resource databases in a system 

were descnid at the same place and accessed by a centralized control system. This 

database rppresentation method is effective when the complexity of the 

manufacturing system is not high. With the increase of the manufacturing system 



complexity, manufacturing activities often take place at different locations, thus 

requiring Merent knowledge bases and databases at different places. Therefore, a 

distributed resource modeling approach is needed. The recent advances in developing 

agent-based systems provide new approaches to model the different knowledge bases 

and databases at different locations, and associate these knowledge bases and 

databases in problem solving [Parunak 961. 

3. An flcient predictive scheduling method to identih the optiml schedule should be 

developed 

The objective of production scheduling is to identify the optimal schedule, based 

upon the desired goal such as the minimum production time or the minimum 

production cost. In scheduling, all the design and manufacturing constraints should be 

considered. The traditional heuristic search is effective to identi@ the optimal 

solution considering the comtmhts. However, due to the large search space, 

improvement in search efficiency, while maintaining the search quality, has to be 

conducted. The recent advances in multi-agent systems provide distributed methods 

to improve the search efficiency and q u ~ t y  parunak 961. 

4. Eflcient reactive scheduling approaches for responding to the changes in production 

environment should be provided. 

A complete production scheduling system should incorporate two functions: 

predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling. When a production order is received, 

the system conducts predictive scheduling to identify the optimal production schedule 

considering design and manufacturing constraints. When changes of production 

environment, such as machine breakdowns and person absence, occur during 

production process, the reactive scheduling approaches are then used to wise the 

original schedule for responding to these changes. Most of present researches in 

reactive scheduling attempt to revise only partid original schedules for responding to 

the production environment changes without rescheduIing aII the required tasks. To 

this end., the reactive scheduliog approach shouid minimize the schedule changes. 



while satisfying the design and manufacturing consuaints [Bean 911. The recent 

advances in agent-based technology provide a distributed approach for improving 

reactive scheduling efficiency [Parunak 96; Tharumarajah 971. 

1.3 Overview of This Research 

The goal of this research is to develop an intelligent production scheduling system to 

address the motivations listed in Section 1.2. Production scheduling using the developed 

system is shown in Figure 1.1. 

The intelligent production scheduling system has the following three modules: (1) 

product modeling module, (2) resource management module, and (3) scheduling module. 

The manufacturing requirements, including production tasks and precedence constraints 

for accomplishing these tasks, are described using the product modeling module. 

Manufacturing resources, including facilities and persons, are modeled in the resource 

management module using multi-agent system approach. When a production order is 

received, the system conducts predictive scheduling to identify the optimal schedule for 

producing this ordered product. Reactive scheduling is required for responding to 

Intelligent Production Scheduling Results 
Scheduling System 

(JoMhop) 

Figure 1.1: The developed intelligent production scheduling system 



canceling orders, inserting orders that cannot be scheduled using predictive scheduling 

due to the urgent due date requirements, facility breakdowns, and pe rso~e l  absence. 

1. Product modeling module 

The manufacturing requirements to produce ordered products are described using the 

product modeling module. In this module, the product primitives an modeled as 

features [Xue 931. Features are described at two different levels, class level and 

instance level, corresponding to generic product libraries and special product data 

respectively. Instance features are generated using class features as their templates. 

Manufacturing requirements to produce the products, including tasks and precedence 

constraints for accomplishing these tasks, are modeled as part of the feature 

descriptions. Design constraints to be considered in scheduling, such as relations 

among composing features of products, are also described in this module. 

2. Resource management module 

The manufacturing resource module is used to organize manufacturing resources, 

including facilities and persons. The rnaoufacturing resources are described using an 

agent-based distributed system, in which each resource is modeled as a resource 

agent. Facility mediator and personnel mediator are used to coordinate the activities 

of resource agents during the scheduling process. 

3. Scheduling module 

The scheduling module aims at conducting predictive scheduling and reactive 

scheduling. 

Predictive scheduling function: Upon receiving requirements from customers. the 

system generates a production order agent. The order agent negotiates with the 

resource agents using the corresponding design constmints and manufacturing 

requirements to identify the optimal production schedule. Heuristic search and agent- 

based negotiation are employed for the optimal schedule identification. 

Reactive scheduling function: The scheduling module conducts reactive scheduling 

by changing partial original schedule for responding to the changes such as canceling 



orders, inserting orders that cannot be scheduled using predictive scheduling due to 

the urgent due date requirement, facility breakdowns, and personnel absence. 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of seven chapters and is organized as follows: 

Chapter Two describes the background of this research in detail. Section 2.1 

introduces the basic concepts in production scheduling. Section 2.2 surveys the literature 

on conventional production scheduling, new approaches for production scheduling 

including intelligent scheduling and distributed approach, and constraint consideration in 

production scheduling. Several technologies used in this research, including feature- 

based product modeling, agent-based distributed modeling, heuristic search, and an 

object-oriented programming language: Visualworks/Smalltalk, are introduced in Section 

2.3. 

Chapter Three enumerates the functional requirements for the intelligent production 

scheduling system and gives the architecture of this system. 

Chapter Four focuses on the predictive scheduling aspect of the intelligent 

production scheduling system. In Section 4.2, manufacturing requirements, including 

tasks and precedence constraints for accomplishing these tasks, are described using the 

featwe-based product representation scheme. Section 4.3 introduces the distriiuted 

resource management module, in which manufacturing resources including facilities and 

persons are defined as agents that are coordinated by two mediators: facility mediator and 

personnel mediator. An intelligent predictive scheduling mechanism is proposed in 

Section 4.4. The optimal production process seqyences and their timing parameters, and 

resource allocation for producing the products ordered by customers are identified based 

upon heuristic search and agent-based negotiation. 

Chapter Five introduces the reactive scheduling aspect of the intelligent production 

scheduling system. Two intelligent reactive scheduling mechanisms are used in this 

system to revise original scheduIes for responding to production demand changes and 



resource changes respectively. The intelligent reactive scheduling is conducted based on 

a match-up rescheduling approach and agent-based negotiation in a multi-agent 

environrnen t Section 5.2 introduces the reactive scheduling mechanism for adapting 

production demand changes, including canceling old orders and inserting urgent orders. 

Section 5.3 introduces the reactive scheduling mechanism for adapting nsource changes, 

including facility breakdowns and personnel absence. 

Chapter Six discusses the issues for implementing the intelligent production 

scheduling system. Also, this chapter presents some simulation results to evaluate the 

performance of the intelligent production scheduling system. 

Chapter Seven gives conclusions of this work. The future directions of this research 

are also discussed in this chapter. 



Chapter 2 

Research Background 

This chapter describes the background of this research in detail. Section 2.1 introduces 

the basic concepts in production scheduling. Section 2.2 surveys the literature on 

conventional production scheduling, new approaches for production scheduling 

including intelligent scheduling and distributed scheduling approaches, and constraint 

considerutio~~~ in pruduction scheduling. Several technologies used in this research, 

including feature-based product modeling, agent-based distributed modeling, heuristic 

search, and an object-oriented programming language: Visualworks/SmaIItal~ are 

introduced in Section 2.3. 

2.1 Definition of Production Scheduling 

Production scheduling is a process to docate appropriate resources for the required 

manufacturing tasks and to identify the sequence and timing parameters to accompiish 

these tasks. Limited resources incIude facilities, personael. materials, tools. and so on. 

Scheduling is an optimization process for reaching one or more objectives (also 

d e d  performance criteria). Solving a scheduling problem is to obtain a feasible 

schedule that optimizes the given performance criteria Dauzere-Peres 941. Typical 

scheduling performance criteria in manufacturing context are: 

Throughout (Q): the number of orders that the manufaturing system finishes 

per time unit; 



Work-in-process inventory ( WIP) : the number of orders in the system which are 

not f ~ s h e d  yet; 

Orderflow time or lead time (F): the difference between the order finish time 

and the order start t h e ;  

Order tardiness (T): the tardiness is the difference between the order finish time 

and the due date, if this difference is positive. Otherwise, the tardiness is 0. 

The production scheduling process is usually subject to constraints. The 

relationships, limitations, aud dependencies among tasks and resources are known as 

constraints [Beck 981, such as, limited capacity of a resource, and precedence relations 

among tasks. Due to these constraints, not all the resource docation decisions are 

feasible in practical situations. The scheduling process shouId consider the constraints 

during exploring the possible solutions. 

The different perspectives on the scheduling problems led to different approaches. 

The predictive scheduling approach is to generate schedule based on available 

information before the execution of the required production orders. The reactive 

scheduling aims at updating the existing schedule for responding to the changes in 

production environment and demand during the production process [Zweben 94; Kott 

98). 

The solution of a scheduling problem (the schedule) is often represented as a Gmn 

chart [Gantt 191. A Gantt chart is a two-dimensional chart, showing time along the 

horizontal axis and the resources along the vertical anis. Each rectangle on the chart 

represents a manufacturing task that is allocated to a certain resource in a certain time 

slot An example of Gantt chart is shown in Figure 2.1. In this example, The chart 

represents the generated schedules for three orders A, 8, and C. The tasks for these 

orders are described as A I+AZ--rA3, B1-r 82483, Cl-rCZ, respectively. 



Time [mi".] 
I 

1 I 1 I r m 
0 10 20 30 40 50 

Figure 2.1 : Example of a Gantt chart 

2.2 Literature Survey 

Production scheduling has gathered much interest from both academia and manufacturing 

industries over the last three decades. The traditional production scheduling researches 

mainly focused on the predictive scheduling without considering complex real world 

constraints. With the advance in computer technologies, it has become possible to 

develop effective scheduliag systems to address the real industrial scheduling problems. 

According to the survey on existing scheduling researches, intelligent scheduling 

approach and agent-based distributed approach have emerged as two promising 

techniques to be used for production scheduling [Zweben 94; Parunak 961. 

2.2.1 Early Research on Production Scheduling 

Traditionally, scheduling research focused on developing methods and algorithms for 

generating the sequence to complete required tasks considering either only one processor 

(machine) or multiple processors (machines) [Baker 74; Bedworth 87; Rodammer 891. 

In each of these early scheduling approaches, an optimal schedule was generally 

generated to achieve a certain desired god such as to minimize the total make-span to 

complete all the selected tasks, or to minimize the mean flow time of these selected tasks. 

The sequence and timing parameters of each task on each machine were determined in 

term of a variety of sequencing rules, such as the SET (Shortest Processing Time) rule to 

minimize mean flow time and the EDD (Earliest Due-Date) rule for rmbhnZng max 

lateness [Bedworth 8 7 .  



The early research highly simplified scheduling problems encountered in practice. 

Problems dealt with by the early scheduling approaches were often restricted to 

a small number of tasks and machines. Ir; the real world, these numbers are 

significantly larger, and it needs considerable computation efforts to achieve the 

optimal result. Due to such NP-hard nature of real scheduling problems, it 

becomes prohibitively time consuming. 

The traditional scheduling research only tried to solve the predictive scheduling 

or off-line scheduling problems. Those predictive scheduling methods were not 

able to solve the actual industrial problems. because the real-life complexity of . 
industrial plants was not considered sufficiently [Graves 8 I]. F i t ,  the industrial 

scheduling problems are dynamic in nature, i.e., new orders are received 

continuously during the production process. Second, during the production 

process, the created schedule should be changed to reflect the changes of 

production demands and manufacturing conditions. Production demand changes 

include insertion of an order that is required by a customer within a short period 

of time and removal of an order that is cancelled by a customer. Manufacnuing 

condition changes include disturbance events of resources such as machine 

breakdowns and worker absence. 

The complex real world constraints were not considered in early production 

scheduling problems. In real scheduling problems, both design constraints and 

manufacturing constraints should k considered. 

2.2.2 Intelligent Scheduling Approaches 

With the advances in computer technologies. especially in artificial intelligence, many 

advanced intelligent scheduling methods and algorithms have been introduced [Clark 64; 

Baker 74; Graves 8 1; Camden 90; Zweben 941. 

Intelligent scheduling approaches solve scheduling problems using artificial 

intelligence (AI) techniques. Typically intengent scheduling methods depict the 



scheduling problem as the determination and satisfaction of large number and variety of 

consaaints. Aaifcial intelligence is used to capture these constraints, to integrate 

constraints into a scheduling process, to relax constraints when a conflict occurs, and to 

diagnose poor solutions to the scheduling problem podammer 881. 

At the early stage of intelligent scheduling research, most of the work focused on 

solving the combinatonal problems such as the famous travelling salesman problem 

using AI-based state space search approaches Bellmore 87; Winston 921. At this stage, a 

scheduling problem was usually to identi@ the optimal sequence of the selected tasks 

without considering comphx constraints. 

The mearch on intelligent scheduling for solving production problems considering 

real world constraints was initiated by Fox et at. [Fox 83; Fox 891. In their research, 

search technique was used to identify the feasible and the optimal schedules, and 

constraints were used for guiding the search direction. Since then, many researches on 

intelligent scheduling have been carried out [Zweben 941. 

The methodologies of intelligent scheduling are classified into two categories: 

constructive approach and repair approach. The constructive approach achieves a 

complete schedule gradually from a partial schedule using constraints as guidance [Fox 

83; Fox 891. The repair approach, on the other hand, starts with a complete schedule and 

modifies it iteratively towards the optimal solution Morris 94; Zweben 921. Several A1 

techniques have been employed for constructive scheduling and repair scheduling, 

including search techniques (heuristic search, neighborhood search, tabu search, and 

simulated a n n d g  search), genetic a1gorith.m. and neural nenvorks Fox 89; Zwebean 

94; Arti'ba 97; Jawahar 981. 

For the reactive scheduling problem, most research attempts to revise only partial 

created schedules for responding to the production environment changes without 

rescheduling all the required tasks. This method is usually called motch-up approach, 

which was proposed based on the assumption that enough idle time is presented in the 

original schedule. In the match-up rescheduling approach, when unexpected events, such 



as facility breakdown and personnel absence, disrupt the original schedule, the original 

schedule should be changed partially so that the revised schedule can maximally match 

up with the original schedule [Collinot 88; Bean 91; Smith 94; SzeUce 94; Zweben 941. 

The intelligent scheduling approaches have been proved effective for conducting 

both predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling considering constraints. However, due 

to the complexity of real world scheduling problem, improvement in scheduling 

efficiency, while maintaining the scheduling quality, still needs to be conducted. The 

recent advances in multi-agent systems provide disuibuted methods to improve the 

scheduling efficiency and quality [Parunak 961. 

2.2.3 Distributed Approaches for Production Scheduling 

To achieve higher levels of reconfigwability and adaptability, there is a growing trend 

toward adopting distributed approaches for o r g ~ o 1 1  and management of 

manufacturing systems [Parunak 961. 

Research in distributed approaches focuses on modeling knowledge and actions in 

collaborative entities [Gasser 911. Since the 80's. many distributed approaches for 

production scheduling have been proposed [Shaw 87; Sycara 87; Parunak 90; Butle 94; 

Saad 95; Maturana 96; Thanmarajah96; Parunak 971. 

Conventionally, scheduling systems were developed using centralized control 

structure, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a), in which manufacturing resources were modeled at 

the same place, and scheduling was conducted using a cenoral controller. This type of the 

(a) Cmccaiizaf structure (b) W-d st~cture (c) H m c a l  st~ccure 

Figure 2.2: The centralized structure, the hierarchical 
structure, and the heterarchical structure 



structure is effective when the complexity of the manufacturing system is not high. With 

the increase of the manufacturing system complexity, manufacturing activities often take 

place at different locations, thus requiring different knowledge bases and databases at 

different places. Therefore, the centralized approach has such limitations as it makes the 

system very complicated, and dSicult to handle and realize dynamic decision-making if 

the number of interacting entities is large. 

Two typical distributed control structures, hierarchical structure and heterarchical 

structure, are commonly adopted for production scheduling, as shown in Figure 2.2 (b) 

and (c) respectively. In the hierarchical structure, entities, such as factories, job-shops. 

work ceils, and machines, are represented by a tree of nodes. Decision making is 

conducted from higher level nodes to lower level nodes [Parunak 871. The heterarchical 

structure is implemented by a collection of independent entities without centralized or 

explicit hierarchical control in decision making [Duffie 881. 

The comparison for the centralized approaches and distributed approaches is 

summarized in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 : Comparison of distributed approach and centralized approach [Shaw 871 

Shaw firstly proposed a distributed scheduling method based on bidding mechanism 

for a computer-integrated manufacturing environment [Shaw 873. In the bidding 

Structure 

Execution of Scheduling 

Control Mechanism for 
ScbedrrlIag 

Vulnerability to 
Scheduler's Frrilare 

Mmufacturitrg Database 

Maintaining Dpadc 
System Information 

Centralized Approaches 

centralizd 

a master scheduler 

master-slave control with 
unidirectional message-passing 

entire system would stop 

a global database 

constant updating through 
communication messages 

Distributed Approaches 

dccentdized 

a number of collaborative entities 

coordination through exchanging 
messages 

only the particular entity would 
be disrupted 

A distributed database 

IocaI updating without 
communication activities 



mechanism, among all the potential work cells, the task was assigned to the work cell that 

could provide the best offer, such as the lowest cost to complete the assigned task, 

through the communication among the work cells. P m a k  developed the Yet Another 

Manufacturing System (YAMS) (Parunak 871. In this system, factory, work cells, 

workstations, and machines were represented as nodes in a hierarchical control structure, 

in which production tasks were allocated from higher level agents to lower level agents. 

Duffie, et a1 and S a d  et ol. adopted the heterarchical control structures in manufacturing 

systems [Duffie 88; Saad 951. 

Based on the concept of distriiuted system, the conventional centralized intelligent 

scheduling approaches have begun to move towards distniutexP intelligent scheduling 

approaches. Sycara et aL developed a job-shop scheduling system using distributed 

constrained heuristic search [Sycara 911. This distributed job-shop model had a set of 

collaborative entities, cailed scheduling agents. Each scheduling agent was responsible 

for a set of orders and manages a set of local resources. The local scheduling decision 

was achieved by the individual scheduling agent using the constraint-directed heuristic 

search. Allocations of shared resources were conducted through collaboration of the 

scheduling agents that needed these resources. In the PRIAM (Polite Rescheduler for 

Intelligent Automated Manufacturing), the match-up rescheduling approach was 

implemented in a multi-agent environment Fsukada 961. In this system, a controller at a 

disrupted cell tried to respond to schedule disruptions, such as machine breakdowns, in a 

way which is likely to be least disruptive to other cells, through negotiation with 

contro11ers at other cells, thus avoiding wide propagation of the disruption through the 

rest of the system. 

2.2.4 Constraint Consideration in Production Scheduling 

With the advances of intelligent scheduling approaches, it is possible to develop 

scheduling system to address red wodd scheduling problems considering complex 

constraints, such as precedence constraints, time constraints, and resource constraints 

Fox 83; Fox 89; Zweben 941. 



The task precedence constraints are usually defined in the period of the pmcess 

planning. The process p h i n g  defines how products can be made, including the overall 

process plan d e f ~ n g  the possible sequences of tasks or operations to manufacture a 

product, and the manufacturing requirements for these tasks or operations, including the 

parameters of the individual manufacturing task or operation. Traditionally, process 

planning a .  production scheduling were two separated functions in manufacturing 

systems. In a traditional manufacturing system, process planning only provided a fixed 

sequence of tasks or operations to be executed for each product. Figure 2.3 (a) shows an 

example of this kind representation of task precedence constraint, In this example, the 

tasks, A, B, C, D, and E, should be conducted by following a fixcd sequence, 

A - r b G D - r E .  Recently, process planning systems are requested to provide flexible 

task precedence constraints, based on the use of alternative routings and alternative 

resource allocations, which enable scheduling system to identify the best sequence of 

tasks depending on available resources and their workloads. 

The task precedence graphs has been employed to represent flexible precedence 

constraints French 82; Detand 93; Sprecher 941. In this kind of graph, manufafturing 

requirements are given as tasks. Each task specifies its manufacturing requirements 

including required machines and persons, duration time, and so on. As shown in Figure 

2.3 @), the tasks, A, B, C, 4 and E, are linked by arcs representing the precedence 

(a) An example of fixed task sequence 

(b) An example of task precedence graph 

Wgm 2.3: Representation of task precedence constraints 



constraints. For instance, task C must be conducted before task E, and after task A and 

task 8. The task sequence given in Figure 2.3 (a) is only one possible choice that 

satisfies the task precedence coastmints represented in Figure 2.3 (b). 

In another approach, Dong et al. suggested a feature-based integrated approach for 

process planning and scheduling [Dong 921. The precedence constraints were represented 

using the manufacturing priorities of features, which were extracted from the part to be 

produced. 

However, the task precedence constraints, which are represented by either the task 

precedence graph or the manufacturing priority tasks, are not associated with the design 
* 

descriptions and constraints, because currently the computer-based design and scheduling 

systems were developed as separated systems. Since the design descriptions also 

influence the requirements of manufacturing tasks, an integrated scheme for representing 

product design descriptions and manufacturing tasks should be developed. 

2.3 Relevant Technologies 

In the proposed production scheduling system, the feature-based modeling approach is 

used to model the products and the manufacturing requirements for these products. The 

manufacturing resources are modeled using agent-based distn*buted approach, in which 

the agent-based negotiation is employed to facilitate the optimal schedule identification 

and effective schedule revision. Heuristic search is conducted in the distri'buted muiti- 

agent environment to identify the optimal schedule with improved search efficiency. The 

system has been implemented using Visuutworks/SmalItulk. an object-oriented 

programming language. 

2.3.1 Feature-Based Product Modeling 

The whole product design process consists of conceptual design, embodiment design, and 

detail design. The conventional CAD systems are pdmarily used for geometric modeling, 

which serves for documenting design results, including 2D and 3D product geometric 



information. during the last design stage. The geometric modeling method has the 

following deficiencies [Shah 953: 

The geometric model only includes geometric information and fails to capture 

the design intention and generate manufacturing process. 

The geometric elements are organized only according to their topological 

relations without representation of the functions behind geometry, including 

design and rnanufacturiug relations among geometric elements for particular 

purposes. 

To solve the above problems, the concept of feature, which is described by a 

collection of relevant geometric elements for paxticular manufacturing purpose, has been 

introduced [Grayer 761. 

Researchers have given various overlapping def~t ions  of features and their 

classifications according to their. perspectives and implementation needs [Vickers 88; 

Shah 95; Xue 931. Usually a mechanical design can be viewed from three different 

perspectives: design, manufacturing, and geometry. Therefore, description of design 

objects from each of the three distinctive perspectives is always given using a set of 

elementary functional or descriptive primitives, cded  design feature, manufacturing 

feature, or geometry feature mue 931. Design features are mechanical components and 

mechanisms, such as gears and shafts, for modeling design candidates based upon the 

functional requirements. Geometric feotures are geometric primitives, such as blocks, 

cylinders, to construct the product geometry. Mmufacturing features are partial product 

geometry, such as holes and slots, for planning manufacturing processes. 

The feature concept can be illustrated using an example of designing a pair of gears, 

shown in Figure 2.4. The kinematics relations of the gear pair form the product 

descriptions from the design perspective. The required production process and cost 

characteristics of the two gears form the product descriptions from the manufacturing 

perspective. The geometric aspects of gear, such as type of gear, dimensions, and 

tolerances, form the product descriptions from the geometric perspective. 
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Figure 2.4: Feature definition from design, manufacturing, 
and geometry perspectives 

The feature-based modcling is an approach to use features as the primitives for 

building up a product In the feature-based modeling approach, features are first defined 

in a Library, and then used as building blocks for modeling design candidates. The generic 

schematic of feature-based modeling approach is shown in Fig- 2.5. 

In this research, the features are defined as basic elements for building up a product 

from design perspective. The features are described at two different levels, class level and 

instance level, comsponding to generic product libraries and special product data 

respectively. Instance fatures are generated using c l w  features as their templates. 

Figure 2.5: Feature-based product modeling [Shah 951 



2.3.2 Agent-Based Distributed Modeling Approach 

The agent-based distributed modeling approach focuses on organizing a distributed 

system using an aggregation of multiple and locally autonomous entities, called agents, 

thus allowing a cooperative approach to global decision-making woulin 961. 

There are two major issues to be considered in attempting to achieve the 

collaboration among agents in distributed system [Shaw 871: (1) an effective task 

assignment scheme among agents to ensure that all the resources can be efficiently 

utilized, and (2) a coordination scheme exercised among the agents carrying out 

manufacturing tasks cooperatively. 

The bidding mechanism based on the contract net protocol can achieve the two 

above functions and thus became most commonly used negotiation mechanism among 

agents. In the contract net protocol, the agent that needs to solve the problem broadcasts 

a call-for-bids message to a11 the potential contractor agents, waits for replying messages 

for a period of time, and then awards the contract to the agent that can provide the best 

offer according to the contract selection criteria [Smith 801. The contractor agent can also 

distribute tasks to other agents continuously if it is necessary. It forms a so-called 

contract-net structure, as shown in Figure 2.6 (a). 

Mutual adjustment and direct supervision are two fundamental coordination schemes 

in a multi-agent system. In mutual adjustment scheme, agents share information and 

resources to achieve a common goal, adjusting their behavior according to the behavior 

of the other agents. In direct supervision scheme, one agent has some degree of control 

over others and can control i n f o d o n ,  resources, and behavior [O'Hare 961. 

The mediation mechanism is used in a multi-agent system to coordinate the activities 

of agents M a m a  961. In mediation mechanism, a mediator facilitates or brokers 

mutual adjustment between agents and may aIso use direct supervision [O'Hare 961. For 

example, if the mediation mechanism is combined with the bidding mechanism, shown in 

Figure 2.6 (b), the mediator can help the contract be signed quickly in the contract net 



(a) Bidding mechanism [Smith 801 
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(b) Mediation mechanism 

Figure 2.6: Biding mechanism and mediation mechanism 
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protocol, since the mediator can quickly find out the relevant agents without spending 

time to wait for the messages from the wvelevont agents. 

1 

An example of earliest work on the mediation mechanism is the MetaMorph I 

architecture developed by Mahuana and Norrie. This architecture takes its name from its 

ability to change its activities to adapt dynamically to tasks that emerge in the 

manufacturing system. In this architecture, mediator agents faciiitate the coordination of 

the resource agents that are associated with the physical manufacturing system waturana 

961- 

2.3.3 Heuristic Search Techniques 

Artificial inteIligence (AI) is the design of computer programs that behave intelligently 

[Dean 951. A welldeveloped area of A1 is the state space search. 



The state space search is used to identify a solution fiom a start state through a 

sequence of intermediate states. Each state represents the status of the real world at a 

certain problem solving stage [Xue 99d]. In the example shown in Figure 2.7 (a), the 

search objective is to find the path fiom the start city S to the goal city G. thus the start 

state and the god state represent locations of S and G respectively Winston 921. A 

search process is conducted by exploring the possible state change through developing a 

tree of nodes, in which each node represents a problem state and each arc represents a 

relationship between the two states represented by the nodes it connects. Figure 2.7 (b) 

shows a complete search space for solving the problem defined in Figure 2.7 (a). Four 

possible paths fiom S to G exist in the search tree. The path %D+E-rF+G is the 

solution with the minimum total traveling distance. 

Four paths from S to G: 
S*A>B>E>F>G 
S>D>E>F>G 
S > A > D > E > F > G  
S > O > A + B > E > F > G  

(n) d h c e  barween two cities 

---- Sea Denotes the path S > D 

D ~ P  
Search Track of 
Breadth-first Search 

paIhS>DwE>FwG 
ng bmMm search 

Figure 2.7: Search problem, search space, depth-first search, and breadth-first search 



Depth-first search and breadth-first search are two commonly used search strategies 

for identifying feasible solutions without heuristic functions. The solutions obtained 

using these two search strategies for solving the problem defined in Figure 2.7 (a) are 

shown in Figure 2.7 (b). Depth-first search and breadth-first search can identify a 

feasible solution, but not the optimal solution. 

Therefore, it is necessary to introduce heuristic search for improving search quality. 

Heuristic function is a rule or method that provides guidance for fmding the optimal 

solution in a heuristic search process [Dean 951. For instance, in the problem of finding 

the optimal path from S to G shown in Figure 2.7 (a), the heuristic function is the total 

travelling distance. 

Best-first search and beam search are two Liads of heuristic search techniques. In 

best-fist search algorithm, each time the best node is selected for generating its sub- 

nodes. This process is carried out continuously untii the selected node is the goal node. 

The path found by best-first search is a global optimum, because best-fmt search always 

moves forward fiom the node that has the best measurement of heuristic bction. The 

best-fmt search algorithm identifies the optimal solution in a way shown in Figure 2.8 

(a). 

Bern search is a modified best-first search to improve search efficiency. In this 

method, when the number of nodes at a certain level of the search me exceeds a pre- 

defined number, the nodes with poor evaluation measures should be cut off from the 

search tree. Figure 2.8 (b) illustrates how beam search handles the search problem shown 

in Fig- 2.7 (a). In this example, the beam width is selected as 2. The number of 

generated nodes has been reduced to 14 to achieve the result. The beam search risks 

falling into a local optimum caused by cutting off the nodes that lead to the global 

optimum. However, due to its efficiency and comparatively good quality, the beam 

search is often adopted for solving red W e  engineering problems m a v  991. Therefore, 

in this research, the beam search is used to identify the optima1 production schedule. 
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Figure 2.8: Best-fint search and beam search 

2.3.4 An Object-Oriented Programming Language: VisualworkdSmalltalk 

The object-oriented progrmnming (OOP) is a method of software implementation in 

which program are organized as cooperative collections of objects, each of which 

represents an instance of some class, and classes are united via inheritance relationships 

pooch 941. 

The four fundamental concepts in object-oriented programming are discussed below: 

Abstraction: 

Abstraction has been defied as the essential characteristic of an object that 

distinguishes itself from other kinds of objects, thus providing crisply defined 

boundaries. Abstraction is implemented by introducing classes and instances in 



OOP. For example, concept of gear can be represented by a class, while specific 

gears can be described by instances. 

Encapsulation: 

Encapsulation is the property that the inside (implementation) details of an object 

are hidden from the outside world. This is a very useful property in developing 

large systems due to its high modularity characteristic. If object A wants to 

access object B, object A has to send a message to B and ask object B to do so. 

This mechanism is called message passing. 

Inheritance: 

In the OOP paradigm, classes are organized in a hierarchical data structure. A 

sub-class is able to inherit all the characteristics of its super-class automatically. 

For instance, if class Car is a super-class for classes Toyota and Taum, all the 

characteristics of Car are inherited by Toyota and Taurus. 

Polymorphism: 

Polymorphism is a mechanism to respond to messages with the same name using 

different functions. For instance, the function display can be defined in each of 

the classes of Circle, Rectangle, and Triangle. If the display method is sent to an 

object, a circle, a rectangle or a triangle is dispiayed depending on the class type 

of the object. 

The Smalltalk language and programming environment were developed at Xerox 

PaIo Alto Research Center (PARC) in 1970's and early 1980's. Its first commercial 

version, Smalltalk-80, is one of the pioneer OOP languages [Goldberg 801. Many 

concepts of SmaLltalk-80 have been adopted by subsequent OOP languages such as C t t  

and Java [Hopkins 95; Sharp 971. 

Generally, SSmalltaIk language has the following major features: 

(1) Class and insfme: Classes are generic abstractions of the physical objects 

with sMar characteristics, attributes and behaviors, An instance is created 

using a class as the template- 



(2) Class variables and instance variables: A class has two kinds of variables: 

class variables and imtnnce varinbles. The class variables are shared by a l l  

instances of the class, i.e-, the value of a class variable is the same for all the 

instances of that class. The values of instance variables are specific to a 

particular instance. 

(3) Class method and instance method: The fimctions of classes are defined as 

class methods and instance methods. Classes respond to class methods 

(messages), while instances respond to instance methods (messages). All the 

variables and methods defined in a class are inherited by its sub-classes. 

In this research, the latest version of Smalltalk, called VisualWorks 2.5, has been 

used for implementing the intelligent production scheduling system. VisualWorks 2.5 

provides a user-friendly interface environment and a large library of classes. Several 

hundreds of classes have been provided for modeling the components of this system. 

New classes can be defined in the same environment by declaring them as subclasses of 

the existing classes. Users can also modify the classes defined by the system. 

It has been proved that Visualworks/Smalltalk is an excellent tool for developing 

research oriented sohare prototype systems, even though this language has weaknesses, 

such as slow computation speed, large memory requirement, and high price of sohare 

package [Xue 921. 



Chapter 3 

An Intelligent Production Scheduling System 

In this chapter, rhe architecture 4 an intelligent prohction*scheduling system is 

proposed to achieve the system jimctional requirements. In Section 3.1, the functional 

requirements are identified for the intelligent production scheduling system in M 

integrated design and man Jacturing environment. Section 3.2 gives an overview of each 

mdule in this system, including product modeling module, resource management 

module, and scheduling module. 

3.1 System Functional Requirements 

In this section, the functional requirements are identified for the intelligent production 

scheduling in an integrated design and manufacturing environment. 

3.1.1 A Research Project for Gienow Building Products Md. 

Gienow Building Roducts Ltd. is a manufacturing company for producing building 

products of windows and doors. The computer-based production management system at 

this building product manufacturing company is primarily used to panidy assist the 

various activities in the product mahation process, including product ordering, design 

modeling, resource allocation, product cost estimation, and so on. To fuaher improve the 

product development efficiency, a university-industry project was launched to develop an 

integrated design and manufacturing system in 1997. This project focuses on the 

following two issues: (1) to improve the efficiency of product modeling and design, and 



(2) to reduce the production time and cost by introducing advanced production process 

planning and scheduling methods mue 99b; Xue 99~1.  

Therefore, the two different systems, a feature-based intelligent design system and 

an intelligent production scheduling system, are integrated, as shown in Figure 3.1. The 

feature-based intelligent design system has been developed before the work introduced in 

this thesis [Yadav 98; Xue 99b]. The feature-based intelligent design system consists of 

the three modules 

(1) A feature-based product modeling module is used to model the products in an 

efficient manner. In this module, the standard product libraries are described as 

class features. Actual products ordered by customers are modeled by instance 

features. Instance features are generated using the class features as their 

templates. The generated instance features can be modified to satisfy the 

requirements from the customers. 

(2) A knowledge-based inference module is used to generate products, which are 

descri'bed by instance features, automatically using design knowledge. Design 

knowledge is modeled by collections of rules, called rule-bases. During the 

knowledge-based design, only partial rule-bases and instance features are 

considered to improve the inference efficiency. 

(3) A product geometric modeling module is used to associate the symbolic product 

model, which is represented by instance features, with the 3D solid geometric 

model to show the design results. In this module, a geometry exchange module 

is used to keep fhe consistency of the symbolic model and the 3D solid 

geometric model. 3D Studio MAX WchaeI 961, a CAD package, has been used 

for modeling the 3D geometry of the products. 

The work of this thesis focuses on developing the intelligent production scheduling 

system that is associated with the feature-based intelligent design system introduced 

above. 





3.1 9 Functional Requirements for the Intelligent Production Scheduling 
System 

The intelligent scheduling system was proposed to address a generic production 

scheduling problems that can be described in the following aspects: 

( I )  Resource Descriptions 

A generic manufacturing job-shop comprises a variety of manufacturing facilities 

and a number of persons. The manufacturing cells usually include machining 

facilities, assembly facilities, packing facilities, painting facilities, and so on. Each 

facility comprises one or several machine tools, an input buffer and an output buffer, 

which are interconnected through a material handing system. 

Both facilities and persons have several types of constraints, such as function 

constraints and time constraints. The function constraints indicate a facility or person 

can be allocated to carry out one or several types of manufacturing processes, or a 

penon is able to operate one or several manufacturing facilities. The time constraints 

specify the time periods in which a facility or a person is available to conduct the 

production tasks. 

Order and Product Descriptions 

A production order is created according to the customer requirements, such as the 

required product, amount of the product, and due date. The required product can be 

modeled to satisfy the customer requirements using the f-e-based modeling 

approach. A product model can be generally described by a collection of features. 

The features for representing a product should be organized in a hierarchical data 

structure, since a product is usually composed of element features and some element 

features may also be made up of sub-element features. 

The manufacturing requirements to produce each feature should be d e r i  by a 

number of tasks. Each of these tasks should be associated with a manufacturing 

process. Each process specifies the resource requirements and time period to conduct 

the task, including type, requid facility, and duration time. 



The duration time includes the loading, unloading, tool changeover and set-up time 

(both tool and workpiece) dong with processing time (i.e., the time between the part 

being picked and returned to the local buffer). The transportation time is small 

compared to the operation time, thus is negligible. 

The production tasks can be linked as a graph representing the precedence 

constraints to accomplish these tasks. 

(3) Schedule Descriptions 

In the generic production scheduling probIem. schedule is originally generated by 

predictive scheduling and revised for responding to production demand changes and 

manufacturing resource changes by reactive scheduling. Upon receiving the 

customer requirements, the system generates a production order to manufacture a 

product Then, the system identifies the optimal production schedule. 

The system should conduct reactive scheduling by changing only partial original 

schedule for responding to the changes such as canceling orders, inserting orders that 

cannot be scheduled using predictive scheduling due to the urgent due date 

requirement, facility breakdowns, and personnel absence. 

The constraints in design and manufacturing aspects should be considered in both 

predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling. Design constraints should be modeled 

based on feature-based product representation scheme, and manufacturing 

constraints should be described as available resources including facilities and 

persons* 

To address the generic production scheduling problems d e s m i d  above and 

emphasize the research motivations introduced in Section 12, the system functional 

requirements are identified and s m e d  as follows: 

1. Generating the production order according to the customer requirements, modeIing 

the manufacturing requirements for the required product, and associating these 

requirements with the design descriptions and constraints. 



2. Modeling manufacturing resources using an agent-based distributed approach for 

distributed implementation of intelligent scheduling. 

3. Conducting predictive scheduling to idenhfy the optimal schedule considering design 

and manufacturing constraints. 

4. Conducting reactive scheduling to revise original schedule for responding to 

production demand changes and resource changes. 

5. Developing a user-graphic-interface (UGI) environment for organizing and 

maintaining resource and product databases and displaying the scheduling results in 

the form of Gantt charts. 

3.2 System Architecture 

To achieve the system hctional requirements specified in the previous section, an 

intelligent production scheduling system has been developed in this research. 

Architecture of this system is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The system consists of three 

modules: product modeling module, resource nuuurgement module, and scheduling 

module. 

In this system, the production orden are generated according to the customer 

requirements in the scheduling module. The manufacturing requirements for the required 

products, including tasks and precedence constraints for accomplishing these masks, are 
described using the feature-based product representation scheme in the product modeling 

module. In the resource management module, manufacturing resources, including 

facilities and persons, are modeled as an agent-based distriiuted system in order to 

realize the distributed implementation of intelligent scheduling. The optimal production 

schedule can be identified using the artificial intelligent approach when a production 

order is created. I€ changes of production demands and resources happen during the 

production process, the system is abIe to revise the original schedule to respond to these 

changes. 
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of the intelligent production scheduling system 

3.2.1 Product Modding Module 

In the product modeling module, a product is modeled by its composing primitives, 

called features as described in Section 2.3.1. Features are defined at two different levels: 

class level and instance level, corresponding to standard product library and special 

product data respectively. 

The class features an described using the class feature browser. The descriptions of 

feilture consist of both qualitative data and quantitative data and the nlations among 

these data, including attributes (parameters), attrriute relations, element features 

(constituent budding blocks), feature relations, etc. 

In the instance feature browser, instance features are generated to represent product 

data using class features as templates. AU the class feature descriptions are inherited by 

the corresponding instance features autornaticalIy. The descriptions in the instance 

features can be modified during product modeling process. Since the data in instance 



features are associated by their relations, any change of partial product data descriptions 

can be propagated to other parts automatically using these relations. 

The manufacturing requirements to produce each feature are also defined as part of 

feature descriptions at the class level and instance level. These requirements are 

described by a number of tasks. Each of these tasks is associated with a manufacturing 

process. Each process specifies the resource requirements and duration time to conduct 

this process. These tasks are linked as a graph representing the precedence constraints to 

accomplish these tasks. 

3.2.2 Resource Management Module 

Manufacturing resources are modeled using a distributed approach in the resource 

management module, as shown in Figun 3.2. Each resource is represented as an agent, 

which is defined by different types of constraints, such as time constraints and function 

constraints. In this module, the resource agents are coordinated by two mediators, facility 

resource mediator and perso~el  resource mediator. The mediator is a distributed 

decision-making support agent for coordinating the activities of a mdti-agent system. 

In this system, two types of resources, facilities and persons, are considered. The 

facility resource mediator is used to coordinate all the facility resource agents, and the 

persome1 mediator to coordinate all the personnel agents. The facility agents and 

persomel agents can communicate and negotiate with each other in the scheduIing 

process. Thus, two kinds of resource browsers, the facility resource browser and the 

personnel resome browser, were developed for managing and modeling the facility 

agents and personnel agents, respectively. 

3.2.3 Scheduling Mdute 

The production scheduling module aims at conducting predictive scheduling fimction and 

reactive scheduling fiurction. 

In this module. the scheduling browser is used as the user interface for conducting 

predictive scheduling fimction and reactive scheduling firnction. When receiving the 



customer requirements, the system generates a production order to manufacture a 

required product. The optimal production schedule is identified based on heuristic search 

and agent-based negotiation among the order agent, the resource mediators, and the 

resource agents. The heuristic search is guided by the design and manufacturing 

constraints. The bidding and mediator mechanisms are employed in the negotiation 

among agents. 

If changes of production demands and resources happen. such as canceling old 

orders, inserting urgent orders, facility breakdowns. and personnel absence. the user can 

enter the information about these changes to the system through the scheduling browser 

and resource browsers. Then, the system conducts reactive scheduling to revise the 

original schedule for responding to these changes. Two intelligent reactive scheduling 

mechanisms in this system are used to revise original schedules for responding to 

production demand changes and resource changes, respectively. The intelligent reactive 

scheduling is conducted based on the match-up rescheduling approach and the agent- 

based negotiation in the resource management module. 



Chapter 4 

Predictive Scheduling 

This chapter focuses on the predictive scheduling aspect of the intelligent production 

scheduling system. in Section 4.2, manufacturing requirements, including taskr and 

precedence constraints for accomplishing these tasks, are described urrirg the feature- 

based product representation scheme. Section 4.3 introduces the distributed resource 

management module, in which munufactwing resources including facilities and persons 

are defined as agents that are coordinated by two mediators: facility mediator and 

personnel mediator. An intelligent predictive scheduling mechanism is proposed in 

Section 4.4. The optimal production process sequences and their timing parameters and 

resource allocation for producing the products ordered by customers are identiid based 

upon heuristic search and agent-based negotiation. 

4.1 Introduction 

In this research, an intelligent predictive scheduling mechanism is developed to identify 

an optimal production schedule for producing an ordered product considering the 

corresponding manufacturing requirements, design constraints, and manufacturing 

constraints. The optimal production schedule includes optimal sequences of production 

processes and timing parameters and resource docation for each process. 

In the intelligent production scheduling system, features are used as product 

primitives for product modeling. Design constraints to be considered in production 

scheduling are formed during design process. The relations among composing features of 



the product to be scheduled are viewed as the design coostdnts. Manufacturing 

requirements to produce the product, including tasks and precedence constraints for 

accomplishing these tasks, are modeled as part of the feature descriptions. Manufacturing 

resource are the manufacturing constminu to be considered in production scheduling. 

The optimal schedule for producing the products ordered by customers is identified using 

artificial inteiligence techniques in the multi-agent environment. 

4.2 Feature-based Product Modeling and Manufacturing 

Requirement Representation 

In this research, the product primitives are modeled as features. The concept of feahue 

was originally used for representing the component geometry to be produced by a certain 

manufacturing process [Shah 951. Typical geometric features are holes, slots, etc. 

produced by manufacturing processes of drilling, milling, and so on. Reduction process 

planning can be easily carried out, if the composing manufacturing futaves of the 

component can be identified. In this research, the concept of feature was extended to 

model the design primitives such as gears and shafts to satisfy design functional 

requirements. This concept of feature was fmtly proposed in Xue's previous research 

[Xue 93; Xue 941. 

In this system, features are described at two different levels, class level and instance 

level, corresponding to generic product libraries and specific product data respectively. 

Instance features are generated using the class features as their templates. This 

mechanism was implemented using object-oriented programming approach Tyadav 98; 

Xue 99~1. 

The manufacturing requirements to produce each feature are also defined at the class 

levef and instance level. These requirements are described by a number of production 

tasks, which correspond to the manufacturing processes, and precedence constraints for 

accomplishing these tasks. 



4.2.1 Class Features and Instance Features 

In this system. features are described at two different levels, class level and instance 

level, corresponding to generic product libraries and specific product data respectively, as 

shown in Wgure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 mue 99a]. 

(1) Class Features 

Class features are organized in a hierarchical data structure. A new class feature is 

defined using an existing class feature as its super-class. The new class feature can inherit 

all the descriptions in its super-class feature automatically. The top level class feature is a 

built-in class feature called Feature. Examples of class feature def~tions are shown in 

Figure 4.1. 

-- 

Class Feanuc: Widow 
E.Icmcnt-fc8m: 
Top: WmdowTop, ?Mt: Windowside, 
?Right: Wndow Side. ?Center: WmdowCenter 

Attributes: 
width[?&), hcight[?selfl 
Feature-ttIations: 
(above, T o p ,  ?Center), (under. ?Center, Top), 

Ataibutc-relations: 
x[?Right] := x[?scIfJ + width[?Ccntcr]/2, 
y[?Right] := y[?selfl, 
*- *.- 1 

Class Feature: WindowTop 
Attniutcs: 
@d[?selfl, spokef?selfl, radius[?selfJ 
*.. .- 

Class Facure: BuildingProduct 

a@ (x* 

Attributes: 
-+ x[?sc~$ y[?=rq Qass Feanrrt: WindowSidc 

-. - 
(qy) 

-- 

WindowCentcrHaif 
Attributes: 
gridX[?sew, gridu[?sem, width[?sclfl, height[?xlfl 

( 5 ~ )  

Fgure 4.1 : Representation of class features 



A class feature is described in the following aspects: element-features, attriiutes, 

qualitative relations among features, and quantitative relations among attributes, etc. 

An element feature is a feature that composes the feature being defined. For instance, 

the Window class feature, shown in Figure 4.1, is composed of four element features. An 

element feature is defined by a variable and its class feature type. A variable is described 

by a string starting with "?". IQ the class feature Window, the four element features are 

associated with four variables: ?Top, ?Left ?Right, and ?Center. When a class feature 

is used to generate an instance feature, the element features should also be created 

according to their class feature types. The variables, representing the element features, 

are used in other parts of the class feature definition. For instance, the four variables are 

used for defining feature relations and attribute relations in Window. The feature itself is 

associate with a special variable ? s ~ K  

An attribute is a pieze of quantitative description of the feature. An amibute is 

descnid by an attribute name and an attribute value. Attributes are used in the form of 

attribute[feature] in other parts of the feature definition. For instance, widfh[?Center] in 

Figure 4.1 npresents the attribute width of the feature ?Center: 

Qualitative relations among features are described by predicates. A predicate takes 

the form of (x1,xa ..., x"), where Xr,Xz, ..., X, are terms of this predicate represented by 

strings, integers, floats, variables, and attributes. A predicate without variable terms is 

called a fact. 

A quantitative relation among attn'butes is defined by a function with a number of 

input attn'butes and one output attriiute. An attribute relation takes the form of 

caftribute name> := <expression> 

The element feature variabIes and attributes are allowed in the expression. ExampIes 

of attribute relatioas are shown in Figure 4.1. 

In addition to the four aspects introduced earlier, class features can also be defined in 

many other aspects, including constraints, 2D and 3D geometric descriptions, etc. 



Instance Fearurt: w 
Class-type: Window 

I Element-faturcs: 
Top: t. ?hfk I, ? R i g h ~  r* ?Center: c 

Amibuta: 
x[w]=O. y[wl=O, width[wj=lO, height(wf4 

Ftaturt-relations: 
(above. t, c). (under, c, t), , ., 

Attribute-relations: 
x[r] = x[wj + width[cy2, 
Y [rl = y[wI. 
.- ... 

Class-type: WndowCentcrHalf Class-type: WindowCcnterHalf 
Actriburn: Attributes: 

x[cl]=-3 , yfcl]=O, gn'dX[cl]=3, xkr3=0, y[a]=O, gridX[cq=3, 
gngndy[cu=5, width[cr]=3, heighflcil=5 (SY) gridY [cr]=S, width[cu=3. hdgh@i]=S (xJ )  

A 

Figure 4.2: Representation of instance features 

Instance Feature: t 
CIass-type: WmdowTop 
Attributes: 

x[tl=Op y[tl=5, grid[tf=O, 
spolrc[t]=3, radius[t]=3 
.- ... 

Iyadav, 981. The m a n u f a c ~ g  requirements for producing each featwe can also be 

modeIed as part of the feature definition (to be introduced in Section 4.2.3) 

Instance Ftanrrt: t 
Class-type: Windowside 
Attribute: 
xm=5. fl]=O, 
gridX[1]=2, gxidY [i]=5. 
widthC11=2, hcight(I]=5 
... ... 

(2) Instance Features 

Instance features are generated from class features for modeling products ordered by 

Instana Featurt: c 
Class-type: WindowCenter 
Element-fm: 
?hit cl, ?Right: cr 

Attributes: 
x[c]=O, y[c]=O, 
gn'dX[cl=6, ~.dY[cI=5, 
width[c]=6. heigh@c]=!5 

customers. When a cIass feature is selected for generating an instance feature, the 

element features defined in this class feature should also be generated as instance 

' 

feahrre~. AU the descriptions in the class feature and its superclass features are inherited 

- 
Instance Feature: r 
Class-type: WmdowSide 
Aftributts: 

x[jrl=3, y[rj=O, 
gridX[r]=2, gridY[r]=5, 
widtb[r)=;l, hcigfit(r]S 
... ... 

by the generated instance feature automaticaIly. Figure 4.2 shows the instance features 



that are generated from the class features shown in Figure 4.1 for representing a window 

product, 

In an instance feature, the variables in its class feature definition, representing 

element features, are replaced by the names of the actually created element instance 

features. For example, in the instance feature w shown in Figure 4.2, the four element 

feature variables are replaced by the four instance features. Descriptions of instance 

features can be modified, added, and deleted Cyadav 981 

(3) Class Feature Browser and Instance Feature Browser 

In this system. C h s  Feature Browser and instance Feature Browser are user interfaces 

for defining dass features, generating and modifying instance features. A snapshot of 

these browsen is shown in Figun 4.3. Each browser consists of four list views and one 

text view as illustrated in this figurc. 

View 

F p  43: A snapshot of class feature browser and instance feature browser 



In the class feature browser, all the class features are stored in different categories 

due to the large number of class features. The categories play no role in the product 

modeling process except for helping to find out the required class features easily. The 

categories are listed in the category list view. By selecting one of the categories, the 

features in that category are shown in the feature list view. By selecting a feature in the 

feature list view, a list of aspects is shown in the aspect list view. The aspects include 

attributes, element-features, attribute-relations, feature-relations, geometry3D. 

constraints, manufacturing-requirements, etc. The aspect list is a built-in list that is 

comrnon to all features. The element name list view shows the names of the feature 

elements in corresponding aspect. These element names are represented with different 

formats. The text view is used to edit and modify the feature definitions. 

The instance feature browser also consists of four list views and one text view. 

Different products are generated in separate categories. Instance features can be added to 

or removed from a category using the feature List view. All the class feature descriptions 

are inherited by the corresponding instance features automatically. Instance features can 

be modified manually using this browser I'yadav 981. 

4.2.2 Manufacturing Requirement Representation 

In this system, the manufacturing requirements to produce each feature can be modeled 

as part of feature definition at the class level and the instance level. 

As introduced in 42.1, in the class feature browser and the instance browser, among 

the aspects for describing each feature, the aspect Manufacturing-Requirements 

describes the manufacturing requirements that will result in the completion of production 

of the defined feature. These requirements are described by a number of production tasks, 

which correspond to the manufacturi.ng processes. These tasks are linked as a graph 

representing the precedence constraints to accomplish these tasks. Each task is associated 

with a manufacturing process. A process specifies the resource requirements and time 

period to carry out this process. A production task is described using the following 

template in the text view: 



<Task Name> 

Ancestors,, "ancestor7 ancestor2>" 

Descendents: "edescedentl descedeneE 

Process: m e :  ctype>, Facility= <type>, Duration: h e  (min)>" 

To describe a production task using the template, the user is required to replace the 

text within brackets e with the actual task descriptions. Ancestors and descendents 

represent the precedence constraints to accomplish the defined task. If task A must be 

conducted before task B, A is called an ancestor task of 6, and B is called a descendent 

task of A. The task is defined by one manufacturing process. P ~ O C ~ S S  specifies the 

process type in Type: dype>, the type of required facility in Facility: 4ype>, and the 

time period to carry out this operation in Duration: dime (min)>. 

In this system, the featwe-based representation of a product is organized in a 

hierarchical data structure, i.e. a product is composed of element features and some 

element feature may also be made up of sub-element features. Due to the hierarchical 

representation of a product, the individual task graphs for a i l  features in the product form 

a tree data structure. It means a task in an instance feature is carried out in production 

only when alI the tasks of this feature's element features have been completed. This 

representation is called the f-e-based production task representation, as illustrated in 

the following example, as shown in Figure 4.4 [Sun 99a; Xue 99b]. 

As introduced in Section 4.2.1, the window product as shown in Figure 4.2 is 

described by 7 instance features, which are generated using the class features as their 

templates. The top-level instance feature, W, is generated from a class feature called 

Window that is composed of 4 element features: ?Top, ?Lea ?Righf and ?Center: 

When the class feature, Window, is used to generate its instance feature, W, the four 

element features should also be generated as instance features automatically. In this 

example, these 4 instance features are generated as t I r; and respectively. The 

instance feature, C, is m e r  desmid by two element features: center left p w  cl, and 

center right part, CK 



Instance Ftanuc: w 
Class-type: Window 
Element-fixtures: 

Instance Feature c1 
Class-type: WindowCtntcrHalf 
Tasks: 

I 

I Instance Featurt: cr 
Classtype: WmdowCenterHalf I 

Figure 4.4 Feature-based manufacturing requirement representation 

The manufacturing requirements for producing the product are modeled as part of 

the feature descriptions, as shown in Figure 4.4. In each feature, the manufacturing 

requirements to produce this feature are defined by tasks and each task is associated with 

a manufacturing process. The window production includes the following manufacturing 

processes: material cutting, hme construction, awciliary assembly, glass instalIation. 

element assembly, and product packing. In this system as used for window production, 

these types of tasks are denoted by the foLIowhg terms: 

cmng - material cutting process in which the fhme bars are generated by 

cutting the raw materials. 

framing - fkme construction process in which the frame of feature is 

constructed with the fkme bars. 



assemblyA - auxiliary assembly process in which auxiliary parts, such as 

connection parts, giazing beads, casing bars, and locking device, etc., are 

installed on the frame of feature. 

assembly€ - element assembly process in which the composing element 

features are assembled together to form the corresponding feature. 

glazing- glass installation process in which the glasses are installed- 

packing - product packing process in which the product is packed for delivery 

to the customer. 

Thus, the window manufacturing should include the following types of facilities: 

cutting machine - the facility which is used for material cutting process 

framing machine - the facility which is used for frame construction process 

assembly unit - the facility which can be used for auxiliary assembly process. 

auxiliary assembly process , or glazing process 

packing unit- the facility which is used for packing process 

For instance, the top component, t, shown in Figure 4.4, can be produced by 5 tasks, 

including cutting, C, fi;lming, F, auxiliary assembly, A1 and A2. and glazing, G. These 

tasks are linked as a graph, representing the precedence constraints to accomplish these 

tasks. The task F has one ancestor task, C, and two descendant tasks, A 1 and A2. For 

instance, the framing task, F, and the auxiliary assembly task. A I, in the top component 

feature, t, shown in Figure 4.3, are defined as: 

Descendants: #A 1 AT 
Prucess: 7ype: fmming, Faciri FramingMachine, Duration: 10 (min)" 

A1 

Descendants " 

P~OC~SS: Type: assemblyA, FaciI* Assemblyunit,, Duration: 10 (miin)" 



- -- 

Figure 4.5: A snapshot of manufacturing nquinment definition 

Figure 4.5 shows a snapshot of manufacturing requirement definition for this 

window product in the class feature browser and instance feature browser. The 

manufxturing requirements for producing it are listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Manufacturing requirements for an instance of class feature Window 

Instance 

Fea- 

w 

t 

Manufaceg Requirements 

Tasks 

w.Al 

w.A2 

w A 3  

w J K  

LC 

t.F 

t.AI 

r.A2 

Descriptions 

Ancestors 

wAI,wA2 

w.A3 

IS tG 

Descendents 

wA3 

glazing t.A.2 

I0 

10 

10 

Facilities 

Assembly Uni t 

TYP= 

assemblyA 

Assembly Uni t 

Duration 
(min) 
LO 

LC 

t..F 

tF 

10 

15 

20 

10 

w.A.3 

w.PK 

t.F 

framing 

asscmbIyA 

asscmbIyA 

U l ,  tA2 

tG 

Assemblyunit 

AssembIyUnit 

Assembly Unit 

assembIyA 

assembIyE 

packing 

cutting 

AssembIyUnit 

AssemblyUni t 

Packingunit 

CuttingMachhe 



Table 4.1 : Manufacturing requirements for an instance of class feature Window 
(continued) 

Instance 

F ~ a ~ ~  

r 

I 

c 

cr 

cl 

Manufachrring Requirements 

Task 

r.C 

r.F 

r.AI 

rA2 

rA3 

r .G 

1.C 

1 1  

1Al 

LA2 

1.A3 

1.G 

c.A 1 

c.A2 

c.A3 

Descriptions 

Ancestors 

r.C 

Descendants 

r.F 

r.A 1, r-14.2, r.A3 

CuttingUnit 

Framing Uni t 

Assemblyunit 

AssemblyUint 

AssemblyUnit 

AssemblyUnit 

CuttingMachiat 

EramingMachine 

Assemb I yUnit 

AssemblyUni t 

AssemblyUnit 

Assemblyunit 

cr.C 

crF 

crAl 

crA2 

crA3 

cr,G 

c1.C 

dl= 

I0  

I0 

10 

10 

10 

IS 

10 

10 

I0  

10 

10 

I 5  

cr.F 

cr.C 

crF 

cr.F 

crF 

crA3 

c1.C 

crJ 

crAl, crA2, crA3 

cr.G 

cl-F 

ctA1, ~1 .~42 ,  cIA3 

'me 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

I0 

I0 

10 

I 0  

cutting 

framing 

asscrnblyA 

asscmblyA 

assembIyA 

glazing 

cumng 

fiaming 

assembIyA 

asscmblyA 

AssemblyUnit 

Assemblyunit 

AssemblyUnit 

Assemblyunit 

Cutting Machine 

FramingMachiae 

Assembly Unit 

AssembIyUnit 

Assemblyunit 

Assemblyunit 

r.F 

r.F 

r.F 

r.A3 

1.C 

1.F 

IF 

1.F 

I N  

assemblyA 

glazing 

cl A1 

c l A 2  

cIA3 

cl-G 

Facilities 

c1.F 

c1.F 

Duration 
(min) 

r.G 

1.F 

I.Al,I.A2,I.A3 

1.G 

cLF 

cl.A3 

10 

10 

cutting 

framing 

assernbIyE 

asstmblyA 

assemb1yA 

assernblyA 

assernblyA 

glazing 

cutting 

fianzing 

assembl yA 

assemblyA 

assembIyA 

Glazing 

Assemblyunit 

AssembIyUnit 

Assembly Unit 

CAI 

c1.G 

Cutting Machine 

FrarningMachine 

15 

10 

10 

cA2, c.A3 

c.A3 assembIyA 



4.3 Agent-Based Resource Organization 

Manufacturing resources are the manufacturing constraints to be considered in production 

scheduling. In this system, the agent-based distributed approach is used to organize and 

manage manufacturing resources in the resource management module. 

Production 
Request from 
Order Agent 

\ Information 
of Resource 

Figure 4.6: Architecture of the resource management module 

Two types of resources, facilities and persons, are considered in this system. A 

facility denotes a resource unit that comprises one or several machines, space. buffer and 

auxiliary tools, which are grouped together for one or several particular manufacturing 

tasks. The persons work with the facilities to accomplish the production tasks. 

Since each resource has its own characteristics and knowledge, such as type, 

hctions and time constraints, and requires particular activities for making decisions 

during the scheduling process, these resources are described as agents, including facility 

agent and personnel agent. The activities of these two types of agents are coordinated by 

two mediators, f d t y  mediator and persome1 mediator, as shown in Figure 4.6. The 

facility agents and personnel agents communicate and negotiate with each other, through 

the two mediators, using the relations among these agents during the scheduIiag process. 



During the intelligent predictive scheduling, allocation of resource and assignment 

of timing parameters for task to be scheduled are conducted based on agent-based 

negotiation mechanism in the resource management module. In the production 

scheduling process, the agent-based negotiation is conducted at two different levels: 

order-facility level and facilty-person level. The order agent first communicates with the 

facility resource agents through the facility resource mediator, based upon the 

manufacturing requirements of tasks defined in the scheduled product. These facility 

resource agents fbrther communicate with the person resource agents through the 

personnel resource mediator. Section 4.4 will discusses the details about the agent-based 

negotiation in the intelligent predictive scheduling. 

In the intelligent reactive scheduling, the system conducts the rescheduling based on 

agent-based negotiation among the resource agents and the mediators. The agent-based 

negotiation mechanisms for intelligent reactive scheduling will be introduced in Chapter 

5: Reactive Scheduling. 

The two kinds of resource browsers, the facility resource browser and the personnel 

resource browser, are developed for managing and describing the relevant resource 

databases. FolIowing this section, the resource agent descriptions are introduced in detail. 

4.3.1 Facility Agent Description and Facility Resource Browser 

A facility resource agent is dehned by its type, manufacturing functions, and time 

constraints including available periods and unavailable periods. Facility Resource 

Browser is the interface environment to manage and desm'be the faccility resource agents. 

A snapshot of this browser is shown in Figure 4.7. 

The facility resource browser consists of four list views and one text view as 

illustrated in Figure 4.7. In this browser, ai l  resources are stored in different categories 

due to the large number of resources. The categories play no role in the resource agent 

modeling except for helping to h d  out the required resource agent easily. To add a new 

resource, either an existing category should be selected or a new category shouid be 

added, By selecting one of the categories, the resources in that category are shown in the 



resource List view. By selecting a resource in the resource List view, a List of aspects is 

shown in the aspect list view. The aspects include Type, Function-Constraints, Time- 

Constraints, and Unexpected-Events. The aspect list is a built-in list that is common 

to aLI resources, Element name list view shows the names of the resource elements in 

corresponding aspects. These element names are represented with different formats. Text 

view is used to edit and display the resource descriptions. 

Category List View Fadity Name List View Aspect tist View Element Name View 

Ticwtnsm a m  -~unnns mssr 
Text View I- 

Figure 4.7: A snapshot of facility resource browser 

Since the production of windows includes the following processes: material cutting, 

frame construction, auxiliary assembly, glass installation, element assembly, and product 

packing, the facilities for window manufacturing should include cutting machines, 

fkmhg machines, assembIy units, and packing units. An example of facility agent is 

described in Table 42. 

Details regarding the aspects described or displayed in the facility resource browser 

are introduced in the following of this section except for the aqect of Unexpected- 

Events, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. 



Table 4.2: An example of a facility agent description 

A factory usually has different types of facilities for accomplishing various production 

tasks. For instance, in the general manufacturing job-shop, there are cutting machines. 

lathes, drilling machines, milling machines, assembly facilities, painting facilities, 

packing facilities, and so on. In a building product job-shop, some special facilities such 

as frame machines and glazing facilities are used for window manufacturing. The type of 

a facility is described using the following template in the text view. 

Facility Name: FA01 

For example, in the facility agent FAOI, the type is defined as 

Aspecis 

Type 

Functions- 
Constraints 

The-  
Comtr~~*n&s 

Unexpected- 
Events 

Descriptions 

Type 
"AssemblyUnit" 

Ma@r 
"assemblyA" 

Others 
"assemblyEu 

AvaiIablePenbds 
71 0/0 1/1998 0O:OO - 1213 1/1998 23591" 

Unaw7ablePen'ods 
71 1/10/1998 1500 - l 1/1 W1998 16=30], 11 1/20/1998 

75:OO - 11/2CVI998 16:30]" 

UnexpectedEventI 
Observatiott77me: 71 1/02/1998 8:00]" 
Unavaii'ablePenod: 71 1/W 998 15:OO - 1 1 / W  998 

16:30], [I 1/OU7998 15:OO - 1 I/OYf998 16:30]" 



In the manufacturing requirement representation, each produc tioo task specifies a 

certain type of facility. In the example shown in Figure 4.4, the production task A1 of 

instance feature t specifies the process AssembiyA which will be accomplished on an 

assembly unit. 

(2) Function-Constraints 

A facility may have one or several manufacturing functions. Among these functions, one 

is defined as the major function and the others as the additional functions. For example, 

an assembly unit can be used to carry out the assemblyA (auxiliary assembly), 

assembly€ (element assembly). The assemblyA may be defined as its major function, 

that is, this assembly unit is mainly used to carry out the tasks corresponding to auxiliary 

assembly in order to reduce the frequency of changing tools. The function constraints of 

facility are defined using the following template in the text view. 

Major 

u4unction I>" 

Others 

"<functrbn& dunction3>" 

For example, in an assembly unit 

Major 

aassemblyA' 

Others 

3ssemblyE" 
- - -- -- 

In the manufacturing requirement representation, each production task is associated 

with a certain type of process. The f d t y  to be allocated to this production task should 

have a function to match the required process type. In the example shown in Figure 4.4, 

the production task A 1 of feature t should be assigned to an assembly unit with the Major 



function of assemblyA. But if there is no such assembly unit available in required time 

period, another assembly unit that has function assemblyA in its Others functions may 

take over this task, 

The time constraints specify the requirements that the generated schedules must satisfy. 

The time c o n s ~ t s  are described by two elements: Available-Periods and 

Unavailable-Periods. The available-period specifies the period in which the facility is 

available to be used and the unavailable-period indicates when the facility is not available 

due to maintenance or repair. The examples of these he-constraint elements are shown 

as follows: 

Una vaita bte Periods 

71 0/11/1998 00:0&1 OX2 1/1998 1 O:OO], [I2/1/1998 00:OO -12/1/1999 14:00]" 

The time is described by the scheme of month/day/year hourminute. 

(4) Unexpected-Events 

During production process, the generated schedule has to be changed when some 

facilities break down or need to be urgent inspection and repair. The aspect of 

unexpected-events is used to descn'be such disturbance for the system to doing 

rescheduling. This aspect will be introduced in Section 5.3.3. 

4.3.2 Personnel Agent Descriptions and Personnel Resource 8rowser 

A person resource agent is defined by function constraints and time constraints. The 

function constraints specify facilities that the person can be assigned to work with. The 

time constraints includes available periods, regular schedt.de, and unavailable periods. 



PersomeI Resource Browser is the interface environment to manage and describe 

the personnel resources. A snapshot of this browser is shown in Figure 4.8. This browser 

consists of four list views and one text view, similar to Faciliv Resource Browser 

illustrated in Figure 4.7. 

Category List View Person Name list View Aspect List View Element Name List View 

Text View 

Figure 4.8: A snapshot of personnel resource browser 

The management and description of personnel resources in personnel resource 

browser are similar to the management and description of facility resources in the facility - 
resource browser. The aspects of description of penomel resources include Function- 

Constraints, Tirn&nstraints, and Unexpected-Events. An example of personnel 

agent is described as Table 4.3. 

These aspects described or displayed in the resource browser are introduced with 

details in the rest of this section, except for the aspect of Unexpected-Events, which 

will be introduced in Chapter 5. 



Table 4.3: An example of a p e n o ~ e l  agent description 

(1) Function-Constraints 

Person Name: PM03 

A person may be able to operate one or several manufacturing facilities. Among these 

facilities, one is defied as the major facility and the others as the supernumerary 

facilities. For example, a person can operate the facilities: FFOI, FCOl and FCUZ. The 

facility FFOl m a y  be defined as the Major function of this person, while the facilities 

FCOl and FC02 as the Others function of this person. That is, this person maidy works 

with FFOl to carry out the production tasks. When the relevant persons assigned to 

f w t y  FCOl and FCM can not be available in the required period, this person can act 

as a substitute on the facilities FCOl and FC02 The Wction constraints of person are 

defined using the following template in the text view. 

Aspects 

Functionr- 
cortsatrints 

Time- 
C~n~traibtr'nts 

Unexpected- 
Events 

Descriptions 

Maior 
uFFoI" 

Others 
"KO1 FC02" 

Available Periods 
77 1/0 1/1998 0O:OO - 12B 1/1998 23:59]" 

RegularSchedule 
Day Work lTme Break nrne 
Monday [08:30-18:w [12:30- 13:00] 
Tuesday [08:30-18:w [12:3U- 13:00] 

..I 

Unay6~1ablePeniis 
71 1/07/7998 12:OO - 11/07/1998 16:30], [1 1/10/1998 

MOO - 1 1/10/1998 12301" 

UnexpectedEvent 1 
Observation'fime: 1/02/1998 8:00]" 
Unava17ab(ePerrbd: "11 1/10/1998 15:OO - 1 1/10/1998 

16:30], [ I  1/20/1998 15:OO - 1 1/20/1998 16:3O]" 



For example. in the personnel agent PM03 

Major 

"FFOI " 

Others 

"FCO I FCUZ" 

(2) Tie-Constrain ts 

For p e n o ~ e l  resources, the time constraints are descnibed by three elements: Avaitable- 

Periods, Regular-Schedule, and Unavailable-Periods. The available-period specifies 

the period in which the person is available to take the production tasks. The regular- 

schedule shows the routine timetable that the person should follow in every week The 

unavailable-period indicates when the person is not available due to some special 

reasons. The examples of these time-constraint elements are shown as follows: 

AvaiiabIePenbds 

f?Oh01/l99s 00:[HF-I23 111 999 23:w 

RegularScheduie 

Day Work rme Break fme 
Monday [08:00- 16:30] [1200- 12:30J 

Tuesday [W:OU- 16:30] (12:OO- 12901 

Wednesday [08:00- t6:00] [1200-12301 

Thursday [08:00= 16:3U] [1200- 12:30] 

Friday [08:00- t5:00] [I200-12-301 

Saturday ll Ll 
Sunday a 17 



Unavailable Penbds 

U[l O/l I/1998 00:*1 0L2 1/1998 10:00], [2/1/1999 00:OO 3/1/1999 14:00]" 

(3) Unexpected-Events 

During production process, the generated schedule has to be changed when some 

assigned persons are absent for some unexpected reasons. The aspect of unexpected- 

events is used to describe such disturbance for the system to do rescheduling. This aspect 

will be introduced in Section 5.3.4. 

4.3.3 An Example 

This section provides an extended example of the descriptions of manufacturing 

resources for window production. 

Since the production of windows includes the following processes: material cutting, 

frame construction, awciliary assembly, glass installation, element assembly, and product 

packing, eleven facilities are defmed in this example including 2 cutting machines, 1 

fr;lming machine, 7 assembly units, and 1 packing unit Eleven persons are signed to 

work on the relevant facilities in this example. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 list the 

descriptions of manufacturing resources for window production. 

Table 4.4: Descriptions of facility resources for window production 

Facilities 

FCOI 

Descriptions 
I 

Time-Coostraints 

AvailabIePeriods 
"[10/01/1998 0:O - 12B If1998 

23591" 
UnavailablePeriods 

"[IW1611998 8:00--IO116fl998 8 9 ] "  

Function-Constraints 

Others Major 

CuttingMachint cutting 



Table 4.4: Descriptions of facility resources for window production (continued) 

Table 4.5: Descriptions of personnel resources for window production 

Facilities 

FC02 

FFOI 

FA01 

FA02 

FA03 

FA04 

FA05 

FA06 

FA07 

FPOl 

Descriptions 

Persons 

PMOI 

Types 

CuttingMachine 

FramingMac hine 

AssemblyUnit 

AssemblyUnit 

Assembly Unit 

Assembly Unit 

Assembly Unit 

Assemblyunit 

AssernbIyUnit 

Packingunit 

Descriptions 

Time Constraints 

AvaiIablePeriods 
"[IO/OI/1998 0:&12/3 I/1998 
23 591" 

UnavailablePeriods 
W* 

Same as 7imeCanstraints in FC02 

Some as 7imeConstraints in FC02 

Function-Constraints 
Major 

cutting 

fi.aming 

assemblyA 

Time-Constmints 

AvailabIcPcriods 
"(10/01/ 1998 m00--12J3 If1998 23591" 

RegularSchedule 
Day WorkTime BrtakTm 
Mon [08:00-18:OOI [1230- t3:00] 
Tue [08:00-18:OOj [12:30-I3:00] 
Wed [O8:00-18:00] [1230-13:001 
Thu [08:00-18:00~ [123&13:00] 

Function-Constraints 

Others 

Fri [08:00-18:OOj [12:30-13:00] 
sat u a 
sun u a 
UnavailabIePcriods 

"[I 011611998 8:00 - 10116fI998 8301" 

Major 
Facility 

FCOI 

assembIyA 

asscrnblyA 

asscmblyA 

asscmb1yE 

dazing 
glazing 

packing 

I 

Other 
Facilities 

I 

asscmbIyE 

asscmbI yE 

Same us 77meConstmints in FC02 . 
Same as 7ime-Constmnts in FC02 

Same as Tirne-&nstraii?ts in FC02 

Same as 7TmConstrainfs in FC02 

S a m ~  Time-Constmints in FC02 

Same as 7ime-Constrants in FC02 

Same as rime-Constraints in FC02 
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Table 4.5: Descriptions of personnel resources for window production (continued) 

4.4 An Intelligent Predictive Scheduling Mechanism 

Person 

PM02 

PM03 

PA01 

PA02 

PA03 

PA04 

PA05 

PA06 

PA07 

P H I  

In this research, an intelligent predictive scheduling mechanism is proposed to identify an 

optimal schedule for production order considering design and manufacturing constraints. 

The optimal production schedule includes optimal sequences of production processes and 

their timing parameters and resource allocation. The optimal schedule is achieved by a 

constructive scheduling approach using heuristic search. Dunhg the scheduling process, 

docation of resources and timing parameters to each production task is carried out using 

the agent-based negotiation approach in the distributed resource management module. 

4.4.1 Constructive Scheduling Approach Using Heuristic Search 

Descriptions 

The constructive scheduling approach achieves a complete schexiuie incrementaLLy 

through a sequence of intermediate partial schedules using constraints as guidance [Fox 

891. Heuristic search is a method to find a solution from a start state to a god state 

Timeconstraints 

Same as 77me-Constraints in PMOI 

Same as 7ime-Constraints in PMO I except for 
UnavaiiablePeriods 

un 

Same as fme-Constraints in PM03 
- 

Same as Time-Constraints in PM03 

Same as rmeConstraints in PM03 

Same as Time-Constraints in PMO3 

Some as Tme-Canstfaints in PM03 

Same US Tih8&nstraints in PM03 

Same CIS fme-Constraints in PM03 

Same US fme-Constraints in PMO I 

Function-Constraints 

Major 
Facility 

FC02 

FFOl 

FA01 

FA02 

FA03 

FA04 

FA05 

FA06 

Other 
Facilities 

FCOI, 
FC02 

FAW 

FPOI FC02 



through a sequence of intermediate states based upon the evaluations to these states using 

a heuristic bction Winston 921. In this research, heuristic search is used to conduct 

constructive scheduling. 

In the proposed constructive scheduling approach, each state represents a partial 

schedule developed so far using heuristic search. A schedule is described by the 

sequences to conduct the required manufacturing tasks and assignments of resources and 

timing parameters to these tasks. A start state is an empty schedule, while a goal state is 

the schedule in which all the tasks have been allocated with the required resources and 

timing parameters. AU the states are described as the nodes in a search tree. 
C 

The algorithm of constructive scheduling using heuristic search is given in figure 

4.9 and illustrated in Figure 4.10. 

Step 1. Initialize the rtart node and identify the tabascheduled features and 
the tolbscheduled tasks 

Step 2. Generate the rubnodes of the start node using the to-&scheduled 
tasks of the tolbscheduled features 

For each of sub-nodes which corresponds to one of the to-be-scheduled 
tasks (the current to-be-scheduled task), 

The order agent negotiates with the resource agents in the update0 
resource management module to identify the resources and timing 
parameters to the c u m t  to-be-scheduled task. The agent-based 
negotiation mechanism will be introduced Section 4.4.2. 
The sub-node preserves the scheduling result 
The scheduling result is evaluated by heuristic function to achieve an 
evaluation value. 

Step 3. Select the best node from the search tree based upon the evaluation 
value and then generate the subnodes of the best nodes wing the 
to-be-scheduling task. of the to-bMcheduled features 

For ea& of sub-nodes, allocation of resources, assignment of timing 
parameters, evaluation of scheduling resun are conducted using the same 
method as Step 2 

Step 4. Check whether the best node is the goal node 
When the best node is the goa[ node, the search stops. Otherwise, the 
search goes to Step 3. 

Figure 4.9: The algorithm for constructive scheduling using heuristic search 



Search Tree 

Search Node Representation 
Updated Resource 

Management Module 

I Cunent to-be-scheduled task 

Evaluation value 

Current scheduled (ask - A task is considered for scheduling according to precedence 
constraints at the current stage. 
Evaluation valw - The value is calculated using the heuristic function as the search 
guidance. 
To be scheduled tasks -The tasks will be considered for scheduling at the next stage, 
To be scheduled features - The features should be considered for scheduling at the 
current stage, 
Scheduling result - The schedule has been generated at the current stage. In root node, it  
is empty schedule; in intermediate node, it represents partial schedule; in goal node, i t  is 
the complete schedule. 
Updated resource management module - The resource management module updated for 
each new generated search node. This module preserves the scheduling results that have 
achieved so far, 

Figure 4.10: Constructive scheduling approach using heuristic search with agent-based resource management module 



In order to achieve optimal production schedule, two heuristic functions can be used 

to evaluate scheduling result during the scheduling process in this research: 

(1) F,, = q-T. 
T/ - the latest task finish time considering a l l  the scheduled tasks 

T, - the amval time of a production order 

(2) S ~ , ,  = Td - T* 
Td - the due time of production order 

T,- the earliest task start time considering all the scheduled tasks 

Two scheduling strategies were also developed based upon the two heuristic 

firnctions: 

(1) The earliestdelivery-the based scheduling - to provide the product to the 

customer as early as possible by selecting the node with the minimum value of 

the F,, as the best node. 

(2) The due-time based scheduling - to start the product manufacturing as late as 

possible to reduce the space for storing the produced product by selecting the 

node with maximum valw of the S- as the best node. 

Two examples are shown in Figure 4.1 1 to illustrate the two scheduling strategies. In 

this example, the scheduled production order A consists of three manufacturing tasks 

A I, A2, and A3. The Gantt charts in Figure 4.1 1 (a) and in Figure 4.1 1 (b) illustrate the 

schedules generated using the earliest-delivery-time based scheduling strategy and the 

due-time based scheduling respectively strategy. 

The earliest-dehvery-time based scheduling is conducted foilowing the algorithm as 

shown in Wgure 4-12, and the due-time based schedufing following the algorithm as 

shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Facilities Fma~ 

(a) The eariiest-delivery-time based scheduling 

F3 
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F1 
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(b) The due-time based scheduling 
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Figure 4.1 1 : Examples of two scheduling strategies 

I 
-..--. - I A3 

The Earliest-Delivery-Time Based Scheduling Strategy 
1. Initialize the start no& and identify the tolbs.rcheduled tasks 

The to-bscheduled tasks are the tasks that should be considered for 
scheduling at this stage. The to-be-scheduled tasks include all the tasks defined 
in the bottom features of the product. A bottom feature is the one without any 
element features and should be identified as the to-be-scheduled features, 

2. Generate the sub-nodes of the start node using the t o l ~ e d u l e d  tasks 
The to-be-scheduIed tasks that don't have ancestor tasks are used to generate 
these sub-nodes. In each of these sub-nodes, 
2.1 The scheduied tasks should be removed from the list of the to-be-scheduled 

tasks, 
2.2 The order agent negotiates with the resource agents in the resource 

management module to identify the resources and timing parameters to 
accomplish this task, according to the manufacturing requirements defined 
in the task and customer's requirements- 

Figure 4.12: The earliest-delivery-tim based scheduling strategy 
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After resource allocation is completed, each subnode is associated with an 
updated resource management module that is updated to preserve the 
scheduling results achieved so far at this stage. 

2.3 The generated nodes are evaluated using the earliest-delivery-time 
objective function F- in terns of the scheduling results. 

3. Select the best node from the search tree based upon the evaluations to 
the nodus and then generate the subnodes of the best node using the to- 
be-scheduled tasks 
3.1 The to-be-scheduled tasks that have no unscheduled ancestor tasks are 

used for generating the sub-nodes. 
3.2 The allocation of resources and assignment of timing parameters for the 

new generated nodes are identified using agent-based negotiation with the 
updated resoume management module, as Step 2.2. The evaluation using 
the objective function F,, for the newly generated nodes are conducted 
using the same methods as introduced in Step 2. . 

3.3 The list of the to-be-scheduled tasks for each sub-node is then updated, 
The scheduled tasks should be removed from this list. 

3,4 If all the tasks defined in a feature's element features are schedufed, this 
feature should be identified as a tebscheduled feature, and then the 
tasks of this feature should be added to the list of the to-be-schedulw 
tasks. 

4. Check whether the best node k the goal node 
If the best node doesn't have any to-be-schedu/ed tasks, i.e,, the list of the to- 
be-scheduled tasks is empty, this node is the goal node. When the best node is 
the goal node, the search stops. Otherwise, the search goes to Step 3. 

Figure 4.12: The earliestdelivery-time based scheduling strategy (continued) 

The Due-Time Based Scheduling Strategy 
1. Initialize the start node and identify the to-bscheduled tasks 

The to-be-schedu/ed tasks are the tasks that should be considered for 
scheduling at this stage. 1 he to-be-schedukd tasks include all the tasks defined 
in the top features of the product, A top feature is not an element feature of any 
feature, and should be identified as a to-be-scheduled feature, 

2 Generate the subnodes of tha start node using the to-bsschedukd tasks 
The to-be-scheduied tasks that don't have descendent tasks are used to 
generate these sub-nodes, In each of these sub-nodes, 
2.1 The scheduled tasks should be removed from the list of the t6-be-schedukd 

tasks. 
2 1  The order agent negotiates with the resource agents in the resource 

management module to identify the resources and timing parameters to 
accomplish this task, based on the manufacturing requirements defined in 
the task and customer's requirements* 

r 

Fgue 4-13: The due-time based scheduling strategy 
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After resource allocation is completed, each sub-node is associated with an 
updated resource management module that is updated to preserve the 
scheduling results achieved so far at this stage. 

2.3 The generated nodes are evaluated using the due-time objective function 
S- in terms of the scheduling result, 

3. Select the best node from the search tree based upon the evaluations to 
the nodes and then generate the sub-nodes of the best node using the to- 
be-scheduled tasks. 
3.1 The to-be-scheduled tasks that have no unscheduled descendent tasks are 

used for generating the sub-nodes. 
3 2  The allocation of resources and assignment of timing parameters for the 

new generated nodes are identified using agent-based negotiation with the 
updated resource management module, as Step 2.2. The evaluation using 
the objective function hn for the newly generated nodes are conducted 
using the same methods as introduced in Step 2. 

3.3 The list of the to-be-scheduled tasks for each sub-node is then updated. 
The scheduled tasks should be removed from this list, 

3.4 If all the tasks of a feature are scheduled, this feature's element features 
should be identified as to-be-scheduled features, and the tasks in this 
feature's element features should be added to the list of the to-be- 
scheduled tasks. 

4. Check whether the best node is the goal node. 
If the best node doesn't have any to-be-scheduled tasks, i.e., the list of the to- 
be-scheduled tasks is empty, this node is the goal node. When the best node is 
the goal node, the search stops. Otherwise, the search goes to Step 3. 

Figure 4.13: The due-time based scheduling strategy (continued) 

Since a product is usually composed of many instance features, and each of these 

features is produced by a number of tasks, the search space generated during the 

intelligent scheduling process is very large, therefore resulting in the difficulty to achieve 

the desired results within the limited time period. To improve the search efficiency, the 

beam search method was employed in this research (Winston, 1992). In this method. 

when the number of nodes at a certain level of the search tree excesses the pre-defined 

number, the nodes with poor evaluation measures are deleted from the search tree, as 

introduced in Section 2.3.3. 

4.4.2 Allocation of Resource and Assignment of Task Timing Parameters 
Using Agent-Based Negotiation 

During the scheduliog process, allocation of resources and assignment of task timing 

parameters are conducted based upon the agent-based negotiation in the multi-agent 



environment The agent-based negotiation mechanism was deveioped by combining the 

bidding mechanism and the mediation mechanism. 

The bidding mechanism was implemented based on the contract-net protocol [Smith 

801. In this protocol, the agent that needs to solve the problem broadcasts a call-for-bids 

message to a l l  the potential contractor agents, waits for replying messages for a period of 

time, and then awards the contract to the agent that can provide the best offer according 

to the contract selection criteria In the intelligent scheduling process, each to-be- 

scheduled task is announced by the order agent during the heuristic search. When the 

fxility mediator then receives this announcement, it sends the messages to al l  the 

relevant facility agents it knows. These facility agents subsequently start to evaluate the 

requirements of the task, communicate with the relevant person agents through the 

personnel mediator, and make bids to the facility mediator. Each bid is made based on the 

capabilities and planed schedules of the facility and the relevant person. The facility 

mediator at last assigns the required production task to the relevant agents with the best 

bids. 

The mediation mechanism is used to coordinate the activities of the relevant agents 

to improve the scheduling efficiency. In this research, two mediators, facility mediator 

and personnel mediator, are used to coordinate the activities of the facility resource 

agents and person resource agents, respectively. 

The agent-based negotiation in the scheduIing process is conducted at two different 

levels: order-facility negotiation level aad facility-person negotiation level. 

(1) Order-Facility Negotiation Level 

At the order-facility level, the negotiation is conducted to allocate the resources and 

assign timing parameters to the requested task, based on the bids generated through the 

negotiation at faciLity-person level. The negotiation mechanism at the order-facility level 

is shown in Figure 4.14. 

In this mechanism, the facility mediator should identify the eadiest possibIe start 

time or the latest possible finish the, before announcing the current scheduled task. 



Order 
Agent 

Order 
Agent 

Facility I W  
Awards 0 

Mom 0 
1 

Mediator - I.. 
Order 

Facility Agents Facility Agents Facility AgenB 

Step I : Requirement announcement Step 2: Bidding Step 3: Awasding 

Step 1. The facility mediator receives a request to schedule a task from an order 
agent and then announces it. 
When the facility mediator receives a request to schedule the current scheduled 
task from an order agent, it sends out this request to the relevant facil'ity agents 
based on its knowledge. 

Step 2 Each relevant facility agent makes a bid and then sends it to the facility 
mediator. 
Upon receiving the announced message, each relevant facility agent checks the its 
available time periods and starts the negobhtion at me facility-person level to select 
proper personnel agent and identify the best bid. The facility agent sends its best 
bid which is represented by the proposed start time, finish time and person, to the 
facitii mediator. 
Before announcing the current scheduled task, the facility mediator identifies the 
earliest possible start time or the latest possible finish time. 

Step 3. The facility mediator selects the best bid and awards the task to the facility 
agent and the relevant personnel agent, and then informs the order agent the 
resource allocation and timing parameter assignment for the scheduled task. 
The facility mediator at last selects the facility agent that provides the best bid, 
such as the bid with the minimum value of the latest task finish time in the earliest- 
delivery-time based scheduling, or the bid with the maximum value of the earliest 
task start time in the due-time based scheduling. When the decision is made, the 
facility mediator sends the award the request task to the selected facility agent and 
personnel agent. 

Rgure 4.14: The negotiation mechanism at the order-facility level 

In the earliest-delivery-time based scheduling, the earliest possible start t h e  of 

the current to-be-scheduled task is the time fkom which the task is available to be 

carried out. It is equal to the latest of finish time vdues of al l  tasks that have been 

scheduled so far. If thue is no such task, the earliest possible start time is equal to 

the latest of the Einish time values of all the tasks in the element features of the 

f-e that includes the current schedded task 



For example, an instance feature of class feature Window, as introduced in 

Section 4.2, is the scheduled product. If the current to-be-scheduled task is Task 

w.A I ,  and Task w.A2 have been scheduled at this stage, the earliest possible start 

time of this task should be the latest of the fMsh times of Task w.A I and Task 

w.A.2. If the cumnt scheduled task is Task w.AI, and Task w.A2 has not been 

scheduled, the earliest possible start time should be the latest of the finish times of 

all the tasks in the element features, t, r, I, and C. 

In the due-time based scheduling, the latest possible finish time of the current 

scheduled task is the time at which the task should be finished. It is equal to the 

earliest of start time values of all tasks that have been scheduled so far, If there is 

no such task, the latest possible finish time is equal to the earliest of the start time 

values of ail the tasks in the super features of the feahue that includes the current 

scheduled task. 

For example, an instance feature of class feature Window, as introduced in 

Section 4.2, is the scheduled product. If the current to-be-scheduled task is Task 

c.A 1 and Task c.A2 and Task c.A3 have been scheduled at this stage, the latest 

possible finish time of this task should be the earliest of start time values of Task 

c.A2 and Task c.A3. If the current scheduled task is Task c.A3 and Task c.A2 

has not been scheduled, the latest possible finish time should be the earliest of the 

start time values of all the tasks in its super feahtre, W. 

(2) Facility-hnon Negotiation level 

At the ffaility-penon level, the negotiation is conducted to select a proper person to 

associate with the selected facility and to identify the best bid considering the time 

constraints of both the fmty agent and the pe r so~e l  agent. The negotiation mechanism 

at the fdty-person level is shown in Figure 4.15. 

An example is given in Figure 4.16, to illustrate the proposed agent-based 

negotiation mechanism. 

During the earliest-delivery-time based scheduling process, the allocation of 

resources and assignment of timing parameters need to be identified for the task C - 



Facility 
Agent 

Facility 
Agent 

Facility 
Agent 

Facility 
Agtnt 

Step 1: h o u n c i n g  to Step 2.1: Announcing to Step 21 :  Bidding Step 23: Awarding 
one personnel agent other personnel agents 

Step 1. The facility agent communicates with a relevant personnel agent to make a 
bid. 

After receiving the announced message, first the facility agent communicates 
with a relevant person, who is mainly assigned to this facil'w, through the 
personnel mediator to generate a bid for the requested task 

Step2 The facility agent negotiates with other personnel agents through the 
pumonnel mediator to make the bet!er bids, and then select the best one. 

If the bid does not meet the required constraints, the facility agent then starts 
negotiation with the other personnel agents through the personnel mediator. The 
contract.net bidding mechanism is used to identify the best personnel agent for 
this facility. 

2.1 Upon receiving a task request from the faciiity agent, the personnel mediator 
announces it to the relevant personnel agents according to its knowledge- 

2.2 Each of these person agents then negotiates with the facility agent to identify 
the bid for the requested task. 

2.3 The personnel mediator selects a proper personnel agent that can provide 
the best bid. This bid is then sent to the facility mediator as the bid, which 
will be used by the facility agent at the order-facility negotiation level. 

_j 

Figure 4.15: The negotiation mechanism at the facility-person Level 

Type: cutting, Facility: CuftingMachine, Duration: 70 (min). Assuming the earliest 

possible start time of this task has been identified as 08:OO AM before scheduling this 

task. 

Fht, the order agent sends the request for scheduling Task C to the facility 

mediator and the facility mediator announces this request to the two relevant facility 

agents: FCOl and FC02. Their types are Cu2tingMachim and Major functions are 

cuftr'ngs. Majorfimctions of PMOl and PM02 are FCOl and FC02 respectively. PMU3 



and PPOl can be assigned to work on FCUZ, because the Others functions of both 

PM03 and PPOl include FC02, 

Upon receiving the request announcement, the two facility agents negotiate with the 

Duration: 10 (min) 

1 Requesting 

Start Tlme: 08:00 AM 

Personnd Agent PM03 

- - Unavailable Period 

0 - T i  Period for Task C 

Fgure 4: 16: An example of agent-based negotiation for allocation of 
resources and assignment of timing parameters for a required task 



relevant peaomel agents to identify the bids. 

The facility agent FCOl negotiates with the personnel agent PMOl to make a 

bid, Bid1 - Start Time: 08:30 AM and Finish Time: 08:40 AM. 

The facility agent FC02 firstly negotiates with the personnel agent PM02 

through the personnel mediator to make a bid, Bid2 - Start Time: 08:30 PM 

and Finish Time: 08:40 AM. It is defined in this system that if the span between 

the earliest possible start time and the assigned start time in the bid is over 30 

minutes, the system will look for better bids. Therefore, the facility agent FC02 

further negotiates with other personnel agents: PM03 and PPOl in order to 

made a better bid. These two personnel agents mainly work with the facilities 

FFOl and FA01 respectively and also can be assigned to work on the facility 

FC02 as the substitutes. After the negotiation, they make two bids: Bid3 - 
Start Time: 08:W AM and Fish Time: O8:lO AM and Bid4 - Start Time: 

08:30 AM and Finish T i e :  08:M AM. Bid3 is the best bid and the perso~e l  

agent PM03 is selected to work on the facility agent FC02 for Task C. 

When finishing the negotiation at the facility-person level, the facility agents FCOl 

and FC02 sends their best bids to the facility mediator. The facility mediator finally 

selects Bid3 as the best bid and then awards Task C to the facility agent FC02 and the 

persome1 agent PhfO3. At last the facility mediator informs the order agent the message 

of resource allocation and timing parameter assignment for Task C. 

4.4.3 Scheduling Browser and Resource Workload Charts 

As shown in Figure 4.17, in this system, Scheduling Browser is a user interface for 

generating the production order and conducting the scheduling process. The scheduling 

results are represented in the text view of scheduling browser and on the resource 

woddoad charts: Facility Workload Chart and Personnel Workload Chart. 



(1) Scheduling Browser 

In the scheduling browser as shown in Figure 4.17, the production order data is entered 

including the ID. number of the order, product name, amount, arrival time of the order, 

and the due time of order. The ordered product should be generated as an instance feature 

firstly in the instance feature browser. The arrival time of order represents the time at 

which the production order arrives at the factory. The due time is the time by which the 

production should be completed. 

After generating a production order, the system begins to conduct the scheduling 

process for the order. There are two objective functions: Due-Time Based Scheduling and 

Earliest-Delivev-Time Based Scheduling. The user can select one bf them from the menu 

Objectives as the evaiuation measure to generate the optimal schedules. When the system 

has accomplished the scheduling process. the scheduling results for the current 

Figure 4.17: A snapshot of the scheduling browser and the resource workload charts 



production order are shown in the scheduling browser. Release Time is the time at which 

the production order will begin to be manufactured. Completion Time is the time at which 

the production order will be finished. The scheduling result is shown with detail in the 

text view of scheduling browser. The syntax of the results is shown by the following 

format: 

73e Optimal Scheduling Sequence: 

etaskl: T p :  <type>; FaciI* < name>; Person: <name>; Start Tme: < time>; Finish 
77me: <time>. 

etas@: Type: <type>; Facility= < name>; Person: <name>; Start 77me: < time>; Finish 
Tme: &*me>. 

etask3,. Type: +e>; Facility: < name>; Person: <name>; Start 77me: < timew; Finish 
Tme: dime>. 

(2) Resource Workload Charts 

In this system, the resource workload charts serve as aid for visualizing the scheduling 

muits in form of Gantt Chart. The resource workload charts includes Facility Workload 

Chart and Personnel Workload Chan, as shown in Figure 4.17. These workload charts 

display al l  the generated schedules of the resources. The schedules can be shown with 

different levels of details, such as a monthly schedule, a weekly schedule, a daily 

schedule, and an hourIy schedule, using the Zoom in and Zoom Out functions h m  menu 

Zoom. For the cumnt production order, if the generated scheduling result is satisfied by 

the user, the result will be added on the workload charts after the user confirms it using 

the C o n f h  button in the scheduling browser. 

In the facility workload chart, rectaagIes represent the unavailable periods marked 

with NA and the work periods that have been assigned to production tasks* The 

production tasks are represented using the format corder IhCFeature Name>-<Task 

Name>. For example. the task A I of feature tin Om'er 1 is expressed as 1.tAl. P the 



personnel workload chart, the same expression method as the facility workload chart is 

used except for marking the work periods with the corresponding facility name for the 

scheduled task instead of the scheduled task name. 

4.4.4 The Extended Examples of the Two Scheduling Strategies 

In this section, ao extended example is used to illustrate the two scheduling strategies, 

including the earliestdelivery-time based scheduling and the due-time-based scheduling. 

Order I arrives at 8:00 AM on October 15, 1998 and is scheduled with the earliest- 

delivery-time objective. Order 2 has the due time request of 6:00 PM on October 19, 

1998 and is scheduled with the due-time objective. The product to be ordered is called w, 

an instance feature of class feature Window, as introduced in Section 4.2. The 

manufacturing resources for window production were described in Section 4.3.3. 

(1) An Example of the Eariliest-OelieverpTime Based Scheduling Strategy 

Figure 4.18 illustrates the earliest-delivery-time based scheduling process for Order I in 

this example. 

Fit, a root node is created. AU the tasks in the 5 bottom features are considered as 

the to-be-scheduled tasks for the root node. Since the tasks t. C, LC, r.C, cl.C, and CKC 

have no unscheduled ancestor tasks, these tasks are used for generating the sub-nodes of 

the root node. If the KC is the best node, the 5 to-be-scheduled tasks, which have no 

unscheduled ancestor tasks, are used for generating the sub-nodes of the KC, as shown in 

figure 4.17. The descriptions of the nodes in the best-path (shown using the dark lines), 

including the to-be-scheduled features, the to-be-scheduled tasks, and the scheduling 

results, are illustrated using 3 examples: Start, cl.A2, and w. PK 

The node Start represents the starting state in the search. Five bottom level instance 

feah~es, cl, CG t, 1, and c are considered in scheduling. The scheduling results are 

d e s c n i  by empty lists. 

The node describes the state when all the tasks in the cl and cf instance 

features have been scheduled.. At this stage, the instance features, c l  and cc should 



be removed from the list of the to-be-scheduled features. The instance feature, C, 

should be added to the list of the to-be-scheduled features. In the scheduling result 

w: window 
I: left 
c right 
c: center 
cl: center-left .,.t.. ct: center-right 

I : to be scheduled feanrres 
2: to be scheduled tasks 
3: scheduling results 
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Figure 4.18: An exampIe for the earliestdelivery-time based scheduling 
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lists, ai I  the tasks of the instance features, CI and c?, have been scheduled. The tasks 

of the other to-be-scheduled instance features are only partidy scheduled. 

The node, W. PK, is the goal node in the search. At this stage, all the tasks in all the 

instance features have been scheduled. Therefore, the Lists of the to-be-scheduled 

features and the to-be-scheduled tasks are empty lists. The final scheduling results 

are the sequences of the tasks, resource allocations to these tasks, and timing 

parameter assignments to these tasks. 

Figure 4.19 illustrates the predictive scheduling results generated by the system. 

Figure 4.19: A snapshot of the earIiest-delivery-time based scheduling redt shown on 
the resource workload charts 



(2) An Example of the Due-Time Based Scheduling Strategy 

Figure 4.20 illustrates the due-time based scheduling process for Ofder 2 of this 

example. 
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Figure 4.20: An empIe for the due-time based scheduling 
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Fit, a root node is created. AU the tasks in the top features are considered as the to- 

be-scheduled tasks for the mot node. Since the task w.PK has no unscheduled descendant 

tasks, these tasks are used for generating the sub-nodes of the root node. Next, the task 

w.A3, which has no unscheduled descendant tasks, is used for generating the sub-node of 

the w.PK. Then, the 2 to-be-scheduled tasks, w.Al and w.A2, which have no 

unscheduled descendant tasks, are used for generating the sub-nodes of the w.A3, as 

shown in Figure 4.18. The descriptions of the nodes in the best-path (shown using the 

dark lines), including the to-be-scheduled features, the to-be-scheduled tasks, and the 

scheduling results, are illustrated using 3 examples: Start, w.A 7, and c1.C. 

The node Start represents the starting state in the search. One top level instance 

feature, w, is considered in scheduling. The scheduling results are described by 

empty Lists. 

The node w.A I describes the state when all the tasks in the w instance f a e s  have 

been scheduled At this stage. the instance features, W. should be removed from the 

List of the to-be-scheduled features. The instance features, C, i, and t, shodd be 

added to the List of the to-be-scheduled features. In the scheduling result lists, all the 

tasks of the instance feature, W, have been scheduled. 

The node, cl.C, is the goal node in the search. At this stage, a l l  the tasks in all the 

instance features have been scheduled. Therefore, the lists of the to-be-scheduled 

features and the to-be-scheduled tasks are empty lists. The find scheduling results 

are the sequences of the tasks, resource allocation to these tasks, and timiag 

parameter assignments to these tasks. 

Figure 4.21 illustrates the predictive scheduling results generated by the system. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter presented the predictive scheduling mechanism of the intelligent production 

scheduling system. The manufacturing requirements, including the tasks and the 

sequential constrahts for accomplishing these tasks, are d e s c n i  using the feature- 
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Figure 4.21: A snapshot of the due-time based scheduling result shown on 
the resource workload charts 

based product representation scheme. Each task specifies its resource requirements and 

time period to conduct this task. The manufacturing resources. including facilities and 

persons, are modeled as agents. Two mediators, facility mediator and person mediator, 

are used to coordinate the activities of these resource agents. The optimal production 

schedule for producing the products ordered by customers is achieved using heuristic 

search and agent-based negotiation. The introduced method provides a new approach to 

predictive production scheduling by considering the constraints of both design and 

manufacturing aspects. 



Chapter 5 

Reactive Scheduling 

This chapter presents the reactive scheduling aspect of the intelligent production 

scheduling system Two intelligent reactive scheduling mechanism have been developed 

in this research to revise original schedules for responding ro producncnon demand 

changes and resource c h g e s  respectively. The intelligent reactive scheduling is 

conducted based on the match-up rescheduling approach and the agent-bared 

negotiation in a multi-agent environment. Section 5.2 introduces the reactive scheduling 

mechanism for responding ro production demcuui changes, including canceling old 

orders and inserring urgent orders. Section 5.3 innoduces the reactive scheduling 

mechanism for responding to resource changes. including facilily breakdowns and 

personnel absence. 

5.1 Introduction 

In this research. two intelligent reactive scheduling mechanisms have been deveIoped for 

schedule revision to respond to production demand changes and resource changes. The 

production demand changes include (I) canceling old orders that have been scheduled 

previously and (2) inserting new orders that can not be schedded using predictive 

scheduling due to the urgent due time requirements. The resource changes include (1) 

facility breakdowns and (2) persomei absence. 



The intelligent reactive scheduling is conducted based on match-up rescheduling 

approach and agent-based negotiation. The match-up rescheduling approach was 

proposed based on the assumption that enough idle time is presented in the original 

schedule. In the match-up rescheduling approach, when unexpected events, such as 

facility breakdowns and personnel absence, disrupt the original schedule, the originai 

schedule should be changed partially so that the revised schedule can maximally match 

up with the original schedule [Bean 91; Zweben 941. In this research, the match-up 

rescheduling approach was implemented in a multi-agent environment for responding to 

production demand changes and resource changes. During the reactive scheduling 

process, agent-based negotiation is used to reassign timing pameters and reallocate 

resources to the production tasks that need to be rescheduled. 

5.2 Reactive Scheduling for Production Demand Changes 

An intelligent reactive scheduling mechanism was proposed in this research for 

responding to production demand changes. Normally, the intelligent production 

scheduiing system conducts predictive scheduling for production orders based on first- 

come-tirst-senre rule. However, reactive scheduling is required for the two special cases 

in production demand changes: 

(1) To cancel an old order - If customer requests to cancel an order that has been 

scheduled previously, the system will revise the original schedule in order to 

improve the schedule quality for the remaining orders. 

(2) To insert an urgent order - If a feasible schedule for an order can not be 

identified using the predictive scheduling due to urgent due-the requirement, 

the order should be treated as an urgent order and inserted in the original 

schedule. However, if the revised schedule for inserting this urgent order is not 

feasible, such as some orders cannot be scheduled in the period fiom the current 

time to their due-times, the urgent order will be rejected. 



In this section, the inteligent reactive scheduling mechanism will be described in the 

following two aspects: (1) revising schedule using match-up rescheduling approach. and 

(2) reassigning timing parameters using agent-based negotiation. 

5.2.1 Revising Schedule Using Match-up Rescheduling Approach 

A simple scenario is given in Figure 5.1 to illustrate the match-up rescheduling approach. 

Two kinds of orders are presented in the original schedule as shown in Figure 5.1 (a). 

The orders A and B were scheduled using the earliest-delivery-time based 

scheduling. 

The orders C and D were scheduled using the due-time based scheduling. 

Figure 5.1 (b) and (c) present the revisions to the original schedule (a) using the 

match-up rescheduling approach. Figure 5.1 (b) illustrates the revised schedule for 

canceling Order 8. [n this case, only Task Dl and Task 02 are shifted to new time 

slots. Figure 5.1 (c) shows the revised schedule for inserting Order E due to its urgent 

due-time requirement. h this case. the tasks D 1, 02. and 84 are reassigned new timing 

parameters, including start time and finish time. and the other tasks still keep their 

original timing parameters. It is shown that the original schedule is only partially changed 

for responding to the production demand changes without rescheduling al l  the tasks. 

In this system, the following strategies are adopted in the match-up rescheduling 

approach: 

(1) In the rescheduling process, the orders scheduled using the due-time based 

scheduling are revised before the orders scheduled using the earliest-deiivery- 

time based scheduling, since the due-time constraints have to be satisfied. 

In the example shown in Figure 5.1, the schedules for Order C and Order 0 

should be revised before OrderA and Order B in the rescheduling process. 

(2) In the revised schedule. the task sequence for each to-be-rescheduled order is 

kept the same as its task sequence in the original schedule in order to satisfy the 

task precedence constraints and improve the rescheduling efficiency. 



In the example shown in Figure 5.1, the task sequences for Order A, Order B, 

Order C, and Order D in the revised schedule are the same as those in the 

original schedule: Order A: A 7 + A2 + A3; Order B: 81 + 82 + 83 + 84; 

Order C: C1+ C2 + C3; OIclerD: Dl+ 02 + 03. 

Figure 5. I: Match-up rescheduling for production demand changes 
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(3) In the revised schedule, each rescheduled task is st i l l  allocated with the 

resources that were originally allocated to this task. The timing parameters of 

this task are reassigned to improve the overall schedule quality. 

In the example shown in Figure 5.1, a l l  the rescheduled tasks, D 1, 02, and 84, 

are still allocated with the same facilities/persons, F3/P3, FW2, and F2P2, 

respectively . 

The intelligent production scheduling system conducts the match-up rescheduling 

approach in a multi-agent environment, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Upon receiving a 

message of production demand change from the Scheduling Browser, the facility 

mediator conducts the match-up rescheduling approach based on agent-based negotiation 

among resource agents and mediators in the resource management module. The algorithm 

of the proposed match-up rescheduling is shown in Figure 5.3. 

An example is given in Figure 5.4 to illustrate the match-up rescheduling algorithm 

for responding to production demand changes. In this example, an urgent order E needs 

to be inserted in the original schedule as  shown in Figure 5.4 (a). 

In Step 1, as shown in Figure 5.4 (b), Order A Order 8, Order C, and Order D are 

identified as the to-be-rescheduled orders and removed from the original schedule 

temporally. Then, Order E is scheduled using the due-time based scheduling at this 

stage, 

In Step 2, as shown in Figure 5.4 (c), the orders scheduled previousIy using the due- 

time based scheduling, Oder C and Order 4 are to be rescheduIed. The tasks D l  and 

02 are identified as the to-be-rescheduled tasks at the beginning, due to their conflict 
- C 

with the tasks El and €2. Based on the f i s h  time values, Task 02 is selected as the 

first current to-be-rescheduied task, Task 03 that is to be started &er the finish time of 

Task 02 is recovered in the revised schedule. Then Task 02 is reassigned the new 

timing parameters indudiag st;ut time and finish time. Since the timing parameters of 

Task 02 are changed in the revised schedule, two tasks are identified as the to-be- 

rescheduled tasks: Task c2 that precedes Task 02 in the original schedule considering 

fadiity/person F2P2, and Task D l  that precedes Task 02 in the task sequence of the 



original schedule for Order D. Only Task C2 is added to the to-be-scheduled tasks, 

since Task D l  has been already identified as to-be-rescheduled task at the beginning of 

this step. Next, Task Dl  is selected as the current to-be-rescheduled task and reassigned 

the new timing parameters. No to-be-rescheduled task is identified from Task Dl, 
although the reassigned timing parameters of Task Dl are different from its original 

timing parameters. This is because Task D l  is the first task for Order D and no task 

precedes Task Dl in the original schedules considering facility/person FYP3. 

Similarly, the match-up rescheduling procedure is continued until Task C2, from which 

there is no task to be identified as the to-be-rescheduied task, is rescheduled. At the end 

of Step 2. task CI, is recovered with its original schedule. 

In Step 3, as shown in Figure 5.4 (c), the orders scheduled previously using the 

earliest-delivery-time based scheduling, Order A and Order B, are to be rescheduled. 

The original schedule of Task 84 is in conflict with the revised schedule of Task 02 

and thus Task 84 is identified as the to-be-rescheduled task at the beginning. Next, Task 

84 is selected as the current to-be-rescheduled task and the tasks A 7, A2, A3, 8 1, 82 
and 83, whose finish time values precede the start time of Task 84 in the original 

schedule, are recovered in the revised schedule. Then, Task 84 is reassigned the new 

timing parameters. Task 84 is the end task of Order 6 and has no following tasks in the 

original schedules considering facility/penon F2PZ to be identified as to-be-rescheduled 

tasks. Thus the match-up rescheduling process stops after parameters of Task 84 are 

assigned. 





Figure 53: The algorithm of match-up rescheduling approach for 
respading to production demand changes 

-P 1- Initialize for mcheduling 
1.1 Generate a copy of the original schedules that are preserved in resource 

agents 
1.2 Identify the to-be-rescheduled orders and remove their original schedules 

from the resource agents 
The to-berescheduled orders are all the orders that have not been 
manufactured until the current time, 

1 -3 Schedule the order related to the production demand change 
In case of canceling an order, the to-be-cancelled order should not 
considered in rescheduling. 
In case of inserting an order, the to-be-inserted order is scheduled first 
using the due-time based scheduling approach, 

Step 2. Reschedule the to-be-rescheduled orders that were previously scheduled 
using duetime based scheduling 
2.1 Select the to-berescheduled orders that were previously scheduled using 

due-time based scheduling from the whole to-be-rescheduled orders 
2.2 Identify the to-berescheduled tasks from the copy of the original schedules 

and sort the list of to-be-rescheduled tasks according to the finish time 
values of these tasks. The to-be-rescheduled task with largest finish time 
value is placed at the beginning of the list. 
The to-be-rescheduled tasks are the tasks whose original schedules need to 
be revised. 

In case of canceling an order, the tasks that precede the tasks of the to- 
be-cancelled order in the original schedules should be identified as the 
to-be-rescheduled tasks at this stage. 
In case of inserting an order, the tasks whose original schedules are in 
conflict with the schedule of the inserted order should be identified as 
the to-be-rescheduled tasks at this stage. 

2 3  Select first element of the to-be-rescheduled task list as the current to-be- 
rescheduled task, recover schedules of the tasks that 

start after the finish time of the current rescheduled task, and 
are preserved in the copy of the original schedules, and 
have never been rescheduled. 

Reassign the parameters to the current to-be-rescheduled task using agent- 
based negotiation mechanism (to be introduced in Section 5 2 2 )  
The cunent to-berescheduled task should be removed from the list of to- 
be-rescheduled tasks. 

2.4 Check if the reassigned timing parameters are same as those in the copy of 
the original schedules 
If not, the following tasks belonging to the to-be-rescheduled orders should 
be added to the list of to-be-rescheduled tasks: 

the tasks preceding the current to-be-rescheduIed task in the copy of 
the original schedules preserved in the relevant facility agent and 
personnel agent that were allocated for the current to-be-rescheduled 
task 
the tasks preceding the current to-be-rescheduled task in the task 
sequence of the corresponding order . 



figure 5.3: The algorithm of match-up rescheduling approach for 
responding to production demand changes (continued) 

the tasks whose original schedules are in conflict with the revised 
schedule for the current to-be-rescheduled task 

2.5 Check if the list of the to-berescheduled tasks is empty 
If the list is not empty, go to Step 23. 

2 6  Recover all the tasks that are preserved in the copy of the original 
schedules and have not been rescheduled so far in the rescheduling 
process 

Step 3. Reschedule the t04erescheduled orders that were pmviou8ly ~chduled 
using the eatlieat-delivefy-ti me based scheduling 
3.1 Select the to-be-rescheduled orders that were previously scheduled using 

the eariiest-delivery-time based scheduling from the whole to-be- 
rescheduled orders 

3 2  Identify the to-be-rescheduled tasks from the copy of original schedules and 
sort the list of to-be-rescheduled tasks according to the start time values of 
these tasks. The to-be-rescheduled task with the smallest start time value is 
placed at the beginning of the list- 
The to-be-rescheduled tasks are the tasks whose original schedules need 
to be revised. At this stage, the tasks whose original schedules are in 
conflict with the revised schedules should be identified as the to-be- 
rescheduled task, 

3.3 Select first element of the to-be-rescheduled task list as the current to-be- 
rescheduled task, and recover the tasks that 

completed before the stan time of the current to-be-rescheduled task, 
and 
are presenred in the copy of the original schedules, and 
have never been rescheduled. 

Reassign parameters to the current to-be-rescheduled task using agent- 
based negotiation mechanism (to be introduced in Section 5.2.2) 
The current to-berescheduled task should be removed from the list of the 
to-be-rescheduled tasks. 

3.4 Check if the reassigned timing parameters are same as those in the copy of 
original schedules 
If not, the following tasks belonging to the to-be-rescheduled orders should 
be added to the list of to-be-rescheduled tasks: 

the tasks following the current to-be-rescheduled task in the copy of the 
original schedules preserved in the relevant facility agent and personnel 
agent that were allocated for the current to-be-rescheduled task 
the tasks following the current to-be-rescheduled task in the task 
sequence of the corresponding order 
the tasks whose original schedules are in conflict with the revised 
schedule for the current to-be-rescheduled task 

3.5 Check if the list of the to-be-rescheduled task is empty 
If the list is not empty, go to Step 3.3. 

3.6 Recover all the tasks that are preserved in the copy of the original 
scheduies and have not been rescheduled so far in the rescheduling 
procsss 

b 



Figure 5.4: An example of match-up rescheduling for production demand changes 
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(a) Original schedules for the Orders A, B, C, and D Time 

Orders A and 6 were scheduled with the earliest-delivery-time objective function- 
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(c) Step 2: Reschedule Order C and Order D Time 
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(d) Step 3: Reschedule Order A and Order B Time 

1-i - Original schedule of task r i  - Changed schedule oftask 

Task Sequences: Order A: At + A2 + A3; Order 6: 61 + 02 +83 + 84; 
Order C: C1-b C2 + C3; Order 0: Dl+ 02 + 03; 
Order E: El+ €2 + €3 



5.2.2 Reassigning Task nming Parameters Using Agent-based Negotiation 

In the rescheduling process, as introduced in Section 5.2.1, reassigning timing parameters 

to the to-&-rescheduled tasks is conducted based upon the agent-based negotiation 

among resource agents and mediators in the resource management module. Two task 

timing parameters, start time and finish time, are considered in this research. An agent- 

based negotiation mechanism is proposed for reassigning timing parameters to the to-be- 

rescheduled tasks, as shown in Figure 5.5. 

An example is shown in Figm 5.6 to illustrate the procedure of reassigning timing 

parameters to a to-be-rescheduled task in rescheduling orders with the earliest-delivery- 

time objective function. During the rescheduling process, the current to-be-rescheduled 

task A needs to be reassigned new timing parameters. The resources, facility agent F1 

and personnel agent PI, were originally allocated to this task. The earliest possible start 

time is assumed to be Tw that has been determined in terms of the task precedence 

constraints and feature relations using the method introduced in Section 4.2.2. First, the 

facility mediator reassigns this task to the facility agent F1. Upon receiving this message, 

the facility agent FI finds the related personnel agent P1 through the personnel mediator. 

Then the facility agent F1 negotiates with the personnel agent PI  to determine the proper 

time slot for the task A. The time slot should provide the minimum start time, while 

satisfying all the manufacturing requirements and constraints. 

An example is shown in Figure 5.7 to illustrate reassigning a task in rescheduling the 

orden with the due-time objective function. During the rescheduling process, a current 

to-be-rescheduled task B needs to be reassigned with new timing parameters. The 

resources, facility agent F1 and persoanel agent PI, were originally allocated to this task. 

The latest possible finish time is assumed to be Ff that has been determined by the task 

precedence constraints and feanue relations using the method introduced in Section 42.2. 

Elmy, the facility mediator reassigns this task to the facility agent FI. Upon receiving 

this message, the facility agent F1 finds the pusomel agent PI through the personnel 

mediator. Then the facility agent F1 negotiates with the persome1 agent PI to determine 



the proper time slot for this task. The time slot should provide the maximum finish time, 

while satisfying a l l  the manufacturing requirements and constraints. 

Mumgo of 
produdon 

dunrnd 
chmgo 

(from tho 
Schodullng 
Browsat) 

Step 1. The facility mediator reassigns the current to-be-rescheduled task to 
the facility agent that was originally allocated to this task. 
Before reassigning the current to-be-rescheduled task, the facility 
mediator identifies the following time vaiue, using the method introduced 
in Section 4-42. 

For the orders scheduled with the eartiestdelivery-time objective 
function, the earliest possible start time of the current to-be- 
rescheduled task is calculated as the latest finish time of ail the 
rescheduled tasks for this feature. If this task is the first one in an 
instance feature to be considered in rescheduling, the earliest 
possible start time is calculated as the latest finish time considering 
all the tasks in the element features. 
For the orders scheduled with the due-time cbjm-ve function, the 
latest possible finish time of the current to-be-rescheduled task is 
calculated as the earliest start time of all the rescheduled tasks for 
this feature. If this task is the first one in an instance feature to be 
considered in rescheduling, the latest possible finish time is 
calculated as the earliest start time considering all the tasks in the 
super features. 

Step 2 The facility agent negotiates with the personnel agent that was 
originally assigned to the c u m t  bbww&edoled ta8k In order to 
identify new timing parametem to the current tolbsmcheduled task 
2 1  The faciii agent asks the personnel mediator to identify its relevant 

personnel agent. 
2.2 The personnel mediator finds the relevant personnel agent. 
2 3  The faciriiy agent communicates with the personnel agent to identify 

new timing parameters to the current to-be-rescheduled task. 
Step 3. The hcility agent informs the facility mediator with the mrr timing 

parametn of the c u m t  t ~ d r a d u l e t d  task 

Figure 5.5: The negotiation mechanism for reassigning task timing parameters 
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Figure 5.6: An example of reassigning a task to resource agents in rescheduling 
the orders with earliest-delivery-time objective function 
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Figure 5.7: An example of reassigning a task to resource agents in rescheduling 
the orders with due-time objective hction 



5.2.3 Case Study I: Canceling an Old Order 

In this section, an extended example is introduced to illustrate the reactive scheduling 

fuaction of this system for responding to a production demand change - canceling an 

old order. 

The resource management module w d  in this example is the same as the one 

introduced in Section 4.3. Five production orders, Order I, Order 2 Order 3, Order 4. 

and Order 5, have been scheduled previously. Each order needs to product a window 

product that is represented by an instance feature, C, of class feanue WindcwCenter as 

introduced in Section 4.2.2. Order I, Order 2, Order 3, and Order 4 were scheduled 

using the due-time based scheduling. Order 5 was scheduled using the earliest-delivery- 

time based scheduling. 

At the current time, 10/16/98 8:00, one of the scheduled orders, Order I, is 

canceled based upon the customer's request. Scheduiing Browser is used as the user 

interface to conduct the reactive scheduling for canceling old orders, as shown in Figure 

5.8. Upon selecting the Cancel Old Order function from the Order menu, user indicates 

the current rime and the LD. number of order to be canceled using dialog boxes. The 

current time is used for identifying the orden to be rescheduled in the reactive 

Egure 5.8: The scheduling browser as used for reactive schedtlling to cancel an old order 



scheduling. If execution of an order has been completed at the current time. this order 

should noc be rescheduled, 

Figure 5.9 shows the orighal schedules for Om'er 1, Order 2 Order 3, Order 4, 

and Order 5. Figure 5.10 shows the revised schedules for canceling Order I. Comparing 

the original schedules and the revised schedules. it is found that only partial timing 

parameters are changed for canceling Om'er I. The task schedules for Order 2. Order 3, 

and Order 4, ye shifted forward to new time slots, while part of the task scheduies for 

Order 5 ;ue shiffed backward to new time siots. The comparison between the original 

schedules and the revised schedules is shown in Table 5. L. 

Figure 5.9: The original schedules for Onlers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 

Fig- 5.10: The revised schedules for cmcehg Order 1 



Table 5.1: The comparison between the original schedules and the revised schedules 

5.2.4 Case Study II: Inserting an Urgent Order 

Older 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In this section, an extended example is used to illustrate the reactive scheduling function 

of this system for responding to an production demand change - inserting a new order, 

ArrivalTime 

10115 8:00 

10115 8:05 

1W15 8:10 

10115 8:15 

10115 8:20 

which cannot be scheduled using predictive scheduling due to the urgent due date 

requirement. 

DueTime 

10116 1130 

L0/16 11:30 

10/I6 1 1:30 

LO/ 16 1 1:30 

The resource management module used in this example is as the same as the one 

introduced in Section 4.3. Four production orders, Order 1, Order 2 Order 3, and 

Figure 5.1 1: The scheduling browser as used for reaaive scheduiing to 
insert an urgent order 

OriginaI Schedule 

Release 

10116 9:40 

LO/ 16 9:15 

1W16 8:40 

LO/ 16 8:25 

10116 8:00 

Revised Schedule 

Completion 

10116 11:30 

10/16 1130 

LO116 11:30 

10116 11:30 

LO/ 16 1 L:40 

Release 

LO116 9:40 

LO/ 16 9:lO 

10116 8:40 

10/16 8:00 

Completion 

lW16 11~30 

10116 11:30 

10/16 11:30 

LO116 1 1:05 



Order 4, have been scheduled previously. Each order needs to produce a window 

product that is represented by an instance feature. c. of class feature Windowcenter. as 

introduced in Section 4.2.'. Order 1, Order 2, and Order 3 were scheduled by the due- 

time based scheduling. Order 4 was scheduled by the earLiest-detivery-time based 

scheduling. 

At the current time. 10/15/98 3:00 PM. Order 5 needs to be inserted with an urgent 

due-time requirement. Scheduling Browser is used as the user interface to conduct the 

reactive scheduling for inserdnp the new order. as shown in Figure 5.11. Upon selecting 

the Imert New Order function horn the Order menu, user enters the currenr nine, I.D. 

number of order to be inserted producr name. mounr qfproducr. and due time of order 

using the dialog boxes. 

Figure 5.12: The original schedules for Orders 1,2,3, and 4 

Egute 5.13: The revised schedules for inserting Odder 5 



Figure 5.12 shows the original schedules for Order I ,  OIcler 2 Order 3, and Order 

4. Figure 5.13 shows the revised scheduies for inserting Order 5. Comparing the original 

schedules and the revised schedules, it is found that only partial timing parameters are 

changed for inserting Order 5. The task schedules for Oder 1, Order 2 and Om'er 3 

are partially shifted forward to new time slots. while the task schedules for Order 4 

partially moved backward to new time slots. The comparison between the original 

schedules and the revised schedules is shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: The comparison between the original schedules and the revised schedules 

5.3 Reactive Scheduling for Resource Changes 

An intelligent reactive scheduling mechanism was proposed in this research for 

responding to resource changes. Normally, the original schedule is executed during the 

production process in the job-shop. But, if unexpected resource changes happen, the 

intelligent production scheduling system should revise the origind scheduIes for 

responding to those changes. The two cases, (1) facility breakdowns and (2) personnel 

absence, are conside~d as resource changes in this research, The intelligent reactive 

scheduling mechanism will be described in the foIIowing two aspects: (1) revising 

schedule using the match-up rescheduling approach, and (2) reassigning timing 

parameters and realIoahg resources using agent-based negotiation. 

Order 

1 

2 

3 

Revised Schedule 
GrrivalTime 

10/1S 8:OO 

10/15 8:05 

10/15 8:IO 

Release 

tO/169:00 

IOlI6 8:30 

1W16 9:lO 

10/168:00 

1W16 9:20 

4 10/15 8:20 

5 10/15 15:00 

I 

Completion 

1011611:OO 

10116 L l:00 

10116 11:30 

10/1611:40 

loft6 l1:IO 

DaeTirne 

10116 11:OO 

10116 1 1:00 

10116 11:30 

10116 11:10 

Original Schedule 

Release 

10116 9:lO 

10/16 8:OO 

Completion 

1011611:00 

L0/1610:00 

LO116 8:45 

1W16 850 

10116 1 t :00 

10116 11:30 



5.3.1 Revising Schedules Using Match-up Rescheduling Approach 

A simple scenario. as shown in Figure 5.14, is used to illustrate the match-up 

rescheduling approach for responding to the resource changes. Two kinds of orders are 

presented in the original schedule. 

The orders A and 8 were scheduled using earliestdelivery-time based 

scheduling. 

The orders C and D were scheduled using due-time based scheduling. 

FaciIiiPerson 
f i I t ! 

I 

FW3 1 AI 1 82 [ DI I C3 I t 

i --..-. -----&--.--*-----i-----*-.--+---- 
i 1 i 
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-----;----------+---- 
i t I i t 

C l I A 3  1 6 3 1  D3 
I 
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t i t I 

Original schedules for the orders A, 6, C, D Time 

Orders A and B were scheduled with the earliestdelivery-tirne objective function. 
Orders C and D were scheduled with the due-time objective function. 

Task Sequences: Order A: Al+ A2 + A3; Order 6: 613 82 4 63 + 84; 
Order C: Ct 3 C2 + C3; Order D: Dl+ 02 + 03; 

Figure 5.14: A scenario for illustrating match-up rescheduling for resome changes 

The following strategies are adopted in the match-up rescheduling approach: 

(1) At the beginning of rescheduling, the tasks that are disrupted diredy by the 

resource changes will be moved to other resources that are able to be used as 

substitutes to take over these tasks in the same time slots. 

In an example shown in Figure 5.15. the person P4 can take over the tasks A2 

and C2 during the person P2's absence. 

(2) If substitute resources can not be found for the disrupted tasks, the rescheduling 

process should be continued. In this strategy, the orders scheduled using due- 

time based scheduling are revised before the orders scheduled using earliest- 

delivery-time based scheduling, since due-time constraints should be satisfied. 



f 

Facil'iIyPerson Absence 

Current Time Time 

Figure 5.15: An example to iuustrate the rescheduling strategy (1) for resource changes 

In the example shown in figure 5.16. the schedules for Order C and Order D 

are revised before Order A and Order 8 in rescheduling process. 

Facility/Person F2 Break Oown or P2 Absence 

-*--------- 

Current Time Time 

figure 5.16: An example to illustrate the rescheduling strategy (2) for resource changes 

(3) If the no feasible revised schedule can be achieved using the strategy (2). the 

affected orders will be rescheduled with modified due-dates after all other 

orders with due-time requirements have been rescheduled. 

I .  the example shown in Figure 5.17, it is impossible to reschedule Order C in 

the period from the current time to the due-time using the strategy (2), as shown 

in Figure 5.17 (a). To solve this probIem, the schedule is achieved using 

strategy (3), as shown in Figure 5.17 (b). This schedule is feasible to carry out 

Oder C, although it cannot satisfy the due time requirement 

(4) The task sequence for each to-be-rescheduled order in the revised schedde is 

kept the same as that in the original schedule in order to satisfy the design 



FacitityPerson . 
F2 Break Down or P2 Absence 

Cunent Tme Due Time of Order C 

(a) Revised schedule achieved using the strategy (2) 
Facility/Person F2 Break Down or P2 Absence 

-0-0- ---- 
02 C2 1 A2 I 84 

i 
i 

Current Time Due Time of Order C 

(b) Revised schedule achieved using the strategy (3) 

Figure 5.17: An example to illustrate the rescheduling strategy (3) for resource changes 

constraints and the task precedence constraints. since these constraints have 

been considered in the original schedule. 

For example, the revised schedules ia Rgure 5.15. Figure 5.16. and Figure 5.17 

for Oder A, Order B, Order C, and Order D still keep the task sequences the 

same a s  those in the original scheduies: Order A: A I + A2 + A3; Oder B: 

81+82+83+84; OrderC:Cl+CZ+C3; OrderD: D1+02+03. 

(5) In the revised schedule, if substitute resources can not be found for the disrupted 

tasks, each reschedded task is still docated with the resources that were 

originalIy assigned to this task for improving the rescheduling efficiency. 

In the examples shown in Frgure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, afl the rescheduled tasks 

are still allocated with the same faciIitieslpenons, i-e., the tasks B3, A l ,  A2 

and C1 are kept on the same far:ilities/persons FUP3, F I P I ,  FWZ and 

Fl/P 1, respectiveIy. 

The proposed match-up rescheduling approach is implemented in a multi-agent 

enviro~~ment as illustrated in Figure 5.18. 





The algorithm of the proposed match-up rescheduling approach consists of two 

phases. In the first phase. when the system receives messages about resource changes, 

such as facility breakdowns or p e a o ~ e l  absence, the system identifies the disrupted 

tasks, the tasks whose schedules are disrupted by the resource changes. After thaf the 

personnel mediator and the f a t y  mediator try to find out substitute persons and 

facilities to take over the disrupted tasks in the same time slots using the bidding 

mechanism introduced in Section 4.4.4.2. The algorithm in the k t  phase is shown in 

Figure 5.19. 

4n Personnel Mediatom 
1 Receive messages about disrupted tasks which are identified by 

personnel agents 
2 Find out the substitute persons to take over the disrupted tasks without 

changing their originaI timing parameters using bidding mechanism, 
introduced in Section 4-4.2 

3 Inform the facility mediator about the disrupted tasks that can not be 
reassigned with the same timing parameters as those in the original 
schedule 

dn Facility Mediatom 
1 Receive messages about disrupted tasks which are identified by facility 

agents 
2 Find out the substitute facilities to take over the disrupted tasks without 

changing their original timing parameters using bidding mechanism 
introduced in Section 4.4.2 

3 Record the disrupted tasks that can not be reassigned with the same 
timing parameters as those in the original schedule 

A 

Figure 5.19: The a1gorith.m in the first phase of match-up rescheduling 
approach for resource changes 

In the second phase, there are two strategies used by fzility mediator for the 

remaining disrupted tasks that cannot be allocated with substitute persons and f d t i e s  

without changing their originaI timing parameters. 

The first stmtegy - the orders scheduled using due-time based scheduling are 

=vised before the orders scheduIed using earliest-deIivery--time based 

scheduling. 



The second strategy - If the no feasible revised schedule can be achieved using 

the first strategy, the affected orders will be rescheduled with mo&ed due-dates 

after all other orders with due-time requirements have been rescheduled. The 

orden with earliest-delivery-time based scheduling ~quirements are considered 

at last. 

Ia the rescheduling process, the user shouid select the first strategy at the beginning. 

If the revised schedule cannot satisfy the manufacturing constraints, the user should 

select the second strategy for rescheduliog. The rescheduling algorithm in the second 

phase is shown in Figure 5.20. 

Step 1. Initialize for rsschduling 
t .l Generate a copy of the original schedules that are preserved in resource 

agents 
1.2 Identrfy the to-be-rescheduled orders and remove their original schedules 

from the facility agents and personnel agents 
The to-be-rescheduled orders are all the orders that have not been 
manufactured until the current time. 

t .3 Record the resource changes 
Identify the time slots in which facility break-downs and person absence 
happen 

! Step 2 Reschedule the t o - ~ c h r d u l a d  orders that were previously scheduled 
using the due-time bused scheduling 
2.1 Select the to-be-rescheduied orders that were previously scheduled using 

the due-time based scheduling from the whole to-be-rescheduled orders 
When the first rescheduling strategy is employed, the orders that are 
directly affected by the resource changes are part of all the to-be- 
rescheduled orders. 
When the second rescheduling strategy is employed, the orders that 
are directly affected by the resource changes are not part of all the to- 
be-rescheduled orders at this stage. 

22 ldentfy the to-be-rescheduled tasks from the copy of the original 
schedules and sort the list of to-be-rescheduled tasks according to the 
finish time values of these tasks. The to-be-rescheduled task with the 
largest finish time value is placed at the beginning of the list. 

Figure 5.20: The algorithm in the second phase of match-up rescheduIing 
approach for resource changes 



The to-be-rescheduled tasks are the tasks whose original schedules need to 
be revised. 
At this stage, the tasks whose original schedules are affected by facility 
break-downs and person absence should be identified as the to-be- 
rescheduled tasks. 

2.3 Select first element of to-be-rescheduled task list as the current to-be- 
rescheduled task, recover schedules of the tasks that 

start after the finish time of the current to-be-rescheduled task, and 
preserved in the copy of the original schedules, and 
haveneverbeenscheduled- 

Reassign the parameters to the cunent to-be-rescheduled task using agent- 
based negotiation mechanism (to be introduced in Section 5.3.2). 
The current to-be-rescheduled task should be removed from the list of the to- 
be-rescheduled tasks. 

2-4 Check if the reassigned timing parameters are same as those in the copy of 
the original schedules 
If not, the following tasks belonging to the to-be-rescheduled orders should 
be added to the list of to-berescheduled tasks: 

the tasks preceding the current to-be-rescheduled task in the copy of the 
original schedules preserved in the relevant facility agent and personnel 
agent that were allocated for the current to-be-rescheduled task 
the tasks preceding the current to-be-rescheduled task in the task 
sequence of the corresponding order 
the tasks whose original schedules are in conflict with the revised 
schedule for the current to-berescheduled task 

2.5 Check if the list of the to-be-rescheduled tasks is empty 
If the list is not empty, go to Step 2.3. 

2.6 Recover all the tasks that are preserved in the copy of the original schedules 
and have not been rescheduled so far in the rescheduling process 

Step 3. Reschedule the to-ba-rescheduled orders that were previously schduled 
using the earliest-delivery-time based scheduling 
3.1 Select the to-be-rescheduled orders that were previously scheduled using the 

earliest-delivery-time based scheduling from the whole to-be-rescheduled 
orders 

When the first rescheduling strategy is employed, the orders that are 
directly affected by the resource changes are not part of all the to-be- 
rescheduled orders. 
When the second rescheduling strategy is employed, the orders that are 
directly affected by the resource changes are part of all the to-be- 
rescheduled orders at this stage. 

Figure 5.20: The algorithm in the second phase of match-up rescheduling 
approach for resource changes (continued) 



3.2 Identify the to-be-rescheduled tasks from the copy of original schedules and 
sort the list of to-be-rescheduled tasks according to the start time values of 
these tasks. The to-be-rescheduled task with the smallest start time value is 
placed at the beginning of the list. 
The to-be-rescheduled tasks are the tasks whose original schedules need to 
be revised, At this stage, the tasks whose original schedules are in conflict 
with the revised schedules should be identified as the to-be-rescheduled 
task. 

3.3 Select first element of the to-be-rescheduled task list as the current to-be- 
rescheduled task, recover the tasks that 

completed before the start time of the current to-be-rescheduled task, 
and 
are preserved in the copy of the original schedules, and 
have never been rescheduled- 

Reassign parameters to the current to-be-rescheduled task using agent- 
based negotiation mechanism (to be introduced in Section 5.3.2) 
The current to-be-rescheduled task should be removed from the list of the to- 
be-rescheduled tasks. 

3.4 Check if the reassigned timing parameters are same as those in the copy of 
original schedules 
If not, the following tasks befonging to the to-be-rescheduled orders should 
be added to the list of to-berescheduled tasks: 

the tasks following the current to-be-rescheduled task in the copy of the 
original schedules preserved in the relevant facility agent and personnel 
agent that were allocated for the current to-be-rescheduled task 
the tasks following the current to-be-rescheduled task in the task 
sequence of the corresponding order 
the tasks whose original schedules are in conflict with the revised 
schedule for the current to-be-rescheduled task 

3.5 Check if the list of the to-be-rescheduled tasks is empty 
If the list is not empty, go to Step 3.3. 

3.6 Recover all the tasks that are preserved in the copy of the original schedules 
and have not been rescheduled so far in the rescheduling process 

figure 5.20: The algorithm in the second phase of match-up rescheduling 
approach for resource changes (continued) 

An example is given in Figure 5.21 to illustrate the first rescheduling strategy for 

responding to resource changes. In this example, it is observed at the current time that the 

facility F2 will not be available in the period (tbl- tb2) and no substitute facilities are 

found to take over the disrupted tasks 02 and 84. 



In Step L, as shown in Figure 5.2 1 (b), Order A Order B, Order C, and Order D 

are identified as the to-be-rescheduled orders and their schedules are removed temporally. 

The time slot (tbl- tbzJ is recorded as the unavailable period for facility F2. 

in Step 2, as shown in Wgure 5.21 (c), the orders scheduled with the due-time 

objective function, Order C and Order D, are rescheduled Task 02 is identified as the 

to-be-rescheduled task at the beginning. Then, Task 03 that starts after the finish time of 

Task 02 is  recovered with its original timing parameters in the tevised schedule. As the 

current to-be-rescheduled task, Task 02 is reassigned with new timing parameters 

including start time and finish time. Since the reassigned timing parameters of Task 02 

are different from the original timing parameters of this task Task D l  that precedes 

Task 02 in the task sequence of the original schedule for Order D and Task C2 that 

precedes the Task 02 in the original schedules considering facility/person F2P2 are 

added to the list of to-be-rescheduled tasks. Next, Task C2 is selected as the current to- 

be-rescheduled task. Task C3 that starts after the finish time of Task C2 is recovered 

with its original timing parameters in the revised schedule. Then Task C2 is reassigned 

new timing parameters and Task C7 is identified as a new to-be-rescheduled task, since 

Task C1 precedes Task C2 in the task sequence. Similarly, the rescheduling process 

continues until the Task C7 is rescheduled. The revised schedules are feasible to carry 

out tasks for Order C and Order D, 

In Step 3, as shown in figure 5.21 (d), the orders scheduled with the earliest- 

delivery-time objective function, Order A and Order 6, axe rescheduied. Since the 

original schedules for task 84 is affected by facility break-down and tasks A2 and 82 are 

in conflict with the revised schedules, these tasks are identified as the to-be-rescheduled 

tasks at the beginning of this step. Task A2 is selected as the first current to-be- 

rescheduled task and the tasks A1 and B7 whose finish time vaIues are smaller than the 

start time of task A2 are recovered with their original timing parameters in the revised 

schedule- Task A2 is then reassigned with new timing parameters and Task A3 is 

identified as  a new to-be-rescheduled task since Task A3 follows Task A2 SimiIarly, 

the rescheduling process continues until Task 84 is rescheduled. 



FacilityPerson f I 

At 1 82 1 
F3P3 ------ 

04 
f t 
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(a) Original schedule for the orders A, 6, C, and D Time 

Orders A and B were scheduled with the earliest-delivery-time objective function. 
Orders C and D were scheduled with the due-time objective function, 

Facility/Person F2 Breakdown 

Current Time br k Time 
(b) Step 1 : Remove all the to-be-rescheduled orders and record F2's breakdown 

F2 Breakdown 
Facility/Person 

Current Time Time 
(c) Step 2: Reschedule Order C and Order D 

F2 Breakdown 

Cunent Time fbt 412 Time 
(d) Step 3: Reschedule Order A and Order B 

Task Sequences: Order A= Al+ A2 + A3; Order 6: B1+ 82 + 63 + 84; 
Order C: C1+ C2 + C3; Order D: D l  + 02 + 03; 

Figure 5.21: An example of match-up rescheduling for resource changes 
using the h t  strategy 



Another example is given in Rgure 5.22 to illustrate the second rescheduling 

strategy for responding to resource changes. In this example, the facility F2 breaks down 

from tbr to tb2. NO substitute facilities are found to take over the disrupted tasks A2 and 

C2. A feasible schedule for Order C can not be generated using the f i t  rescheduling 

strategy. as illustrated in Figure 5.17. 

In Step 1, as shown in Figure 5.22 (b), Order A, Order 6, Order C, and Order D 

are identified as to-be-rescheduled orders and their schedules are removed temporally. 

The time slot (tbr- tbz) is recorded as unavailable period for the facility F2. 
I 

In Step 2, as shown in Figure 5.22 (c). the order scheduled with the due-time 

objective fuaction, Order D. is rescheduled. Order C will be rescheduled in Step 3 as its 

original schedule is directly affected by the facility F2's breakdown. Since no task is in 

conflict with the facility's breakdown, no task is identified as the to be-rescheduled task 

at this step. All tasks in Order D, D l ,  02, and 03, are recovered with their original 

schedules in the revised schedule. 

In Step 3, as shown in Figure 5.22 (d). Order C and the orden scheduled with the 

earliest-delivery-time objective function, Order A and Older 8, are rescheduled. Since 

the original schedules for tasks A2 and C2 have to be changed due to the facility's 

breakdown, these two tasks are identified as the to-be-rescheduled tasks at the beginning 

of this step. Then, Task A2 is selected as the fim cumnt to-be-rescheduled task and 

tasks A l  and B1 are recovered with their original schedules in the revised schedules 

since their finish time vaiues are smaller than the start time of Task A2, A2 is then 

reassigned with new timing parameters and Task A3 is identified as a new to-be- 

rescheduIed task since it follows Task A2 in task sequence. Similarly, the rescheduling 

process continues until Task 84 is rescheduled. 



Figure 5.22: An example of match-up rescheduling for resource changes 
using the second strategy 

FaciIity/Person 

FW3 

F2/P2 

Flip1 
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(a) Original schedule for the orders A, B, C, and D Tirne 

Orders A and B were scheduled with the earliest-delivery-time objective function. 
Orders C and D were scheduled with the due-time objective function. 

Facility/Person F2 Breakdown 
i 
i F3/P3 ------------ 
I 

F2/P2 .----- i ----- 

i F1fPl .,,,,, 
Cumnt Time bt ha? Time 

(b) Step 1: Remove al l  the to-be-rescheduIed orders and record F2's breakdown 

Current Time bf t62 Time 
(c) Step 2: Reschedule Order D 

Facility/Person F2 Breakdown 

FW3 ---- 

F1P1 .,,,,,, 
CurrentTime bf k Time 

(d) Step 3: Reschedule Orders A, B, and C 

Task Sequences: Order A: At + A2 + A3; Order 6: B1+ 82 + 63 -b 84; 
Order C: GI+ C2 + C3; Order 0: Dt+ 02 -B 03; 



5.3.2 Reallocating Resources and Reassigning Task Timing Parameters 
Using Agent-based Negotiation 

During the rescheduling process, both reallocating resources to the disrupted tasks in the 

first phase and reassigning timing parameters of these tasks in the second phase are 

conducted based upon the agent-based negotiation among resource agents and mediators. 

The agent-based negotiation mechanism is proposed as shown in Figure 523. 

In the first phase of reactive scheduling, the personnel mediator and the facility 

mediator reassign the disrupted tasks to substitute persons and facilities using the bidding 

mechanism introduced in Section 4.4.2. In the second phase of reactive scheduling, the 

facility mediator conducts the match-up rescheduling for the disrupted tasks that cannot 

be taken over by substitute persons and facilities without changing the original timing 

parameters of the disrupted tasks. The agent-based negotiation mechanism in the second 

phase is the same as the one in the reactive scheduling for responding to production 

demand changes, which was introduced in Section 5.2.2. 

An example is presented in Figure 5.24 to illustrate the agent-based negotiation 

mechanism used in the fmt phase of reactive scheduling for responding to resource 

changes. In this example, the two tasks A and 8 are disrupted by absence of the person Pi 

and the two tasks C and D are disrupted by break down of the facility Fm Fit, the 

persoonel agent Pi and facility agent F, inform the personnel mediator and the facility 

mediator about the disrupted tasks. Then the personnel mediator and the facility mediator 

try to reassign the disrupted tasks to other pusomel agents and facility agents using the 

bidding mechanism. After the bidding process, Task A is taken over by the personnel 

agent qand Task C is moved to the facility agent F, FiiaUy, the personnel mediator 

informs the fxility mediator about the disrupted task 8 that cannot be taken over by 

other personnel agents without changing the original timing parameters of task B. The 

facility mediator identifies Task 6 and Task O as the to-be-rescheduled tasks, which 

will be reassigned with new timing parameters in the second phase of reactive scheduling 

for resource changes. 



The agent-based negotiation mechanism used in the second phase of reactive 

scheduling for resource changes can be iliustrated using the same example as described in 

Section 52.2. 

Personnel Mediator 

To-be-rescheduled tasks 

<In Phase I> 
Step I. The personnel agents and the facility agents identify the disrupted 

tasks and inform the relevant mediators 
Step 2 The mediators s e l e  substitute resource agents that take over the 

disrupted tasks without changing their original timing parameters 
using Ule bidding mechanism introduced in Section 4.4.2. 
If a substitute personnel agent for a disrupted task cannot be found, the 
personnel mediator should inform the facility mediatot. If a substitute 
facility agent for the disrupted task cannot be found, the facility mediator 
records this task for rescheduling at Phase II. 

dn Phase II> (The same as the negotiation mechanbm introduced In Figure 5.5) 
Step 1, The facility mediator reassigns tha current t~reachmfuled task to 

the facility agent that was originally allocated to this task. 
Step 2. The facility agent negotiates with its related personnel agent to 

identify new timing parameters to the c u m t  bbe-reschedubd task 

2-1 The facility agent asks the personnel mediator to identify the 
personnel agent related to the faciI'i agent. 

2.2 The personnel mediator finds out the relevant personnel agent 
23 The facility agent negotiates with the relevant personnel agent to 

identify new timing parameters to the current to-be-rescheduled task, 
Step 3. The facility agent informs the faciJii mediator about the new timing 

parameters of the current to-be-rescheduled task. 

Figure 5.23: The negotiation mechanism for reassigning task timing parameters 



Personnel Agent Pi 

Personnel Agent P1 

Facility Agent F, 

Facility Agent F,, 

A 

Figure 5.24: An example to illustrate agent-based negotiation mechanism 

5.3.3 Case Study I: Facility Breakdowns 

In this section, an extended example is used to illustrate the reactive scheduling function 

of this system for responding to resource changes - facility breakdowns. 

The resource management module used in this example is the same as that desmid 

in Section 43. Four production orders, Order I, Order 2, Older 3, and Order 4, have 

been scheduled previously. A window product represented by an instance feature c of 

class feature Windowcenter, as introduced in Section 4-22, needs to be produced in 

each order. Order I and Order 2 were scheduied using the due-time based scheduling, 



while Order 3 and Order 4 were scheduled using the earliestdelivery-time based 

scheduling. 

At the current time, 10/16YI998 8:30, it is observed that the facility FFOl will not 

be available fiom 10/76/1998 9:00 to 10/16/1998 9:20. Scheduling Browser and 

Facility Resource Browser are used as the user interfaces to conduct the reactive 

scheduling for facility breakdown, as shown in figure 5.25. Upon selecting the Facility 

Status Change function fiom the Resources menu, the system opens a Facility Resource 

Browser. The user specifies the Observation Time and Unavailable Period using the 

Facility Resource Browser. The observation time is the time at which the unexpected 

events are identified. The system conducts reactive scheduling to revise the original 

schedules starting from the observation time. The unavailable period specifies when the 

facility is not available due to maintenance or repair of the facility. An example of facility 

breakdown event is descnid as folIows: 

Figure 5.25: The scheduIing browser and the facility resource browser as used 
for reactive scheduling for facility breakdown 



UnexpectedEvent 1 

Observation Trme T1 0/iW7998 8:30]" 

Unavailable Period: "[ 0/7 W1998 9:00 - 1 O/IW7998 9:20J" 

The time is described by the scheme of monfh/day/year hou~minute~ After the 

unexpected events are described in the facility resource browser, the system can conduct 

reactive scheduling by selecting First Rescheduling Strategy or Second Rescheduting 

Strategy fioom the Resources menu. 

Figure 5.26 shows the original schedules for Order 7, Order 2, Order 3, and Order 

4. Figure 5.27 shows the revised schedule generated using the First Rescheduling 

Figure 526: The original schedules for  ode^ 7,2,3, and 4 

'rr~lbreakdoum 

Figure 5.22 The =vised schedules for the facility FF07 breakdown 



Strategy for responding to breakdown of the facility FFOI. Comparing the original 

schedules and the revised schedules, it is found that only partial schedules are changed in 

this case. The task schedules for Order 2 are partially shifted forward to new time slots, 

and task schedules for Order 1 still keep their original time slots. The task schedules for 

Order 3 and Order 4 are partially shifted backward to new time slots. The comparison 

between the original schedules and the revised schedules is shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: The comparison between the original schedules and the revised schedules 

5.3.4 Case Study 11: Personnel Absence 

Order 

1 

2 

3 

4 
J 

In this section, an extended example is used to illustrate the reactive scheduling function 

of this system for responding to resource change - personnel absence. 

The resource management module used in this example is the same as that described 

in Scction 4.3. Four production orders, Order I, Older 2, Oder 3, and Order 4, have 

been scheduled previously. A window product represented by an instance feature c of 

class feature WindowCenter, as introduced in Section 4.2.2, needs to be produced in 

each order. Order 7 and Order 2 were scheduled using the due-time based scheduling, 

while Order 3 and Order 4 were scheduled using the earliest-delivery-time based 

scheduling. 

Arrival Time 

10115 8:00 

10115 8:OS 

10/15 8: 10 

Loll5 8:15 

At the current time, 10/1W7998 8:30, it is observed that the person PM03 wiU not 

be availabIe fkom 10/1W1998 8:30 to lWlW7998 9:UU. Schedulbrg Browser and 

Personnel Resource Browser are used as user interfaces to conduct the reactive 

scheduling for personnel absence, as shown in Figure 5.28. Upon seIecting the Person 

Due Time 

10116 1 1:00 

10116 11:OO 

Original Schedule Revised Schedule 

ReIesse 

10116 9:10 

10116 8:45 

10116 8:00 

1011 6 8:30 

Rdease 

10/L6 8:00 

10/16 820 

. 10116 9:lO 

10116 8:30 

Completion 

10116 L1:OO 

10116 11:OO 

10116 10:W 

10/I6 1 1: 15 

Completion 

L0/16 1 1:00 

10116 11:OO 

10116 1000 

10/16 1 1:40 



Status Change function from the Resources menu, the system opens the Personnel 

Resource Browser. The user specifies the Observation Time and Unavailable Period 

using the Personnel Resource Browser. The observation time is the time at which the 

unexpected events are found The system conducts reactive scheduling to revise the 

original schedules starting from the observation time. The unavailabie period specifies 

when the person is not available. An example of personnel absence description is shown 

as follows: 

The time is descn'bed by the scheme of monWday/leaar hourminute. After the 

unexpected events are described in the personnel resource browser, the system can 

conduct reactive scheduling by selecting First Rescheduling Strategy or Second 

Rescheduling Strategy from Resources menu. 

Figure 5.28: The scheduhg browser and the personnel resource browser as used 
for reactive scheduling for personnel absence 



Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 show the original schedules and perso~el  workload 

chart respectively for Order 1, Order 2, Order 3, and Order 4. Figure 5.3 1 and Figure 

5.32 show the revised schedules and peaomel workload chart respectively for the 

absence of the person PM03. The Second Rescheduling Strategy is used in the case. 

Comparing the original scheddes and the revised schedules. it is found that only partial 

schedules are changed in this case. The schedules for Order I still keep their original 

time slots after rescheduling. The task schedules for Order 3 and Order 4 are partially 

shifted backward to new time slots. Order 2 is treated the same as Order 3 and Order 4 

in the rescheduling process and its schedule is shifted backward to new time slots. The 

comparison between the original schedules and the revised schedules is shown in Table 

5.4. 

Figure 5.29: The original schedules for Orden 1,2,3, and 4 

Figure 5.30: The personnel workload chm for the original schedules 



PM03 Absence 

Figure 5.3 1: The personnel workload chart for the revised schedules 

\ PM03 Absence 

Figure 5.32: The revised schedules for rhe person PM03 absence 

Table 5.4: The comparison between the original schedules and the revised schedules 

Order 

I 

MvalTme DueTiie 

10116 1 L:00 

Revised Schedule 

ReIease Cornpietion 

f 
Original Schedule 

10116 9:10 1 

10116 L I:OO , 10116 8:45 1 10116 LI:W 

1 10116 8:OO / 1W16 1&00 

I I loll6 830 / 10116 t 1:lS 

1 I 10115 8:05 
0 

Ref ease 

10/16 9: 10 I0116 t1:00 10115 8:# 

3 

1 4  

Completion 

10116 11:W 

LO116 8:45 1 10/16 I L:30 

10116 9:LO I LO116 1120 1 
loll6 8:tS / L0/16 1200 I 

LO115 8:IO 

1011 5 8:15 



5.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the reactive scheduling function of the intelligent production 

scheduling system. Two intelligent reactive scheduling mechanisms have been proposed 

in this research for schedule revision to respond to production demand changes and 

unexpected resource changes. The production demand changes include cancehg old 

orders and inserting urgent orders. The resource changes include facility breakdowns and 

personnel absence. 

The intelligent reactive scheduling is conducted based on the match-up rescheduling 

approach and the agent-based negotiation. With application of the match-up rescheduling 

approach in the multi-agent environment, the original schedule is only partially changed 

for responding to production demand changes and resource changes. During the reactive 

scheduling process, agent-based negotiation is used to reassign timing parameters and 

reallocate resources to the tasks that need to be rescheduled, 



Chapter 6 

System Implementation and Evaluation 

The implementation and evaluation of the intelligent production scheduling system are 

presented in this chapter- Section 6.1 describes the system architecture. Section 6.2 

introduces the system intplementarion using VisualWorRF 2.5. Section 6.3 presents 

simulation results to evaluate the perfonnunce of the intelligent production schedu[ing 

system. 

6.1 System Architecture and User Interfaces 

The architecture of the intelligent production scheduling system is illustrated in Figure 

6.1. The system has been implemented using VisualWorks 2.5 - a window-based 

environment for programming in Smalltalk language [Hopldns 951. The system consists 

of three modufes: pro& ntodeling d i e ,  resource management module. and 

scheduling module. The various user interfaces of this system related to production 

scheduIing and their interactions an shown in Figure 6.2. 

The intelligent production scheduling system and the feature-based product design 

system are integrated together as a sohare package, called Intrgrated Design and 

ManuJiactrrring System The user interfaces of the intelligent production scheduling 

system, including the C h s  Feature Browser, ?itstance Feuture Browser, Facility 

Resource Browser, Personnel Resource Browser, Sckduiing Browser, can be opened 



Resource 
Management 

Module 

- - 
1 

Module 

Product 
Modeling 
Module 

Figure 6.1: The architecture of intelligent production scheduling system 

using an user interface, called Launcher as shown in Figure 6.3. The user interfaces 

Facility WorWoad Chart and Personnel Workload Chart are opened from the Scheduling 

Browser. These interfaces are used for d e f ~ g  class features and their manufacturing 

requirements, generating instance features and modifying their manufacturing 

requirements, modeling and managing resource databases (including facilities and 

persons). generating production orders associated with designed products, conducting 

predictive and reactive scheduling, and displaying scheduling results. 

In the product modeling module, a product is modeled by its composing primitives 

- features. Features are defined at two different levels: class level corresponding to 

standard product data and instance leveI corresponding to special product data The 

manufacturing requirements to produce each feature are also defined as part of feature 

descriptions at class Ievel and instance level. Class Feature Browser and IltSfance 

Fe-e Browser are used for defining class features and generating instances. 



f class Feature B r o m  1 fLaunchw \ 

define new dass features 4-- -manage the system 
-modify existing dass features -display messages 
describe manufacturing d 

-generate instance features -manage fadlity database manage personnel datafmse 
modify manufacturing 

requirements 

k \ 
Facility Woddord Chart Pamonnd Worklmd Cluft 
display worWoads of dsplay worMoads of 

Figme 6.2: User interface environment of the system 

In the resource management module, the resources are organized in a multi-agent 

system. In this system, two types of resources, facilities and persons, are considered. 

Thus, two kinds of resource browsers, Facility Resource Browser and Personnel 

Resource Browser, are developed for modeling and managing the relevant resource 

agents. 

The scheduling module aims at conducting the predictive scheduhg hction and 

the reactive scheduling hction. Upon receiving the customer requirements, the system 

Figure 6.3: A snapshot of system Iarrncher 



generates a production order to manufacturing a product. The order is modeled as an 

order agent to represent the customer requirements. The system identifies the optimal 

production schedule considering the design constraints and manufacturing constraints. 

During production process, the scheduling module conducts reactive scheduling for 

responding to production demand changes and resource changes. Scheduling Browse is 

used for generating production orders and associating them with designed products, and 

conducting predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling. The scheduling results are 

displayed on Facility Workload Chart and Personnel Workload Chart. 

6.2 System Implementation Using VisualWorks 2.5 

VisualWorks 2.5 provides a class library of around one thousand classes [Sharp 973. The 

system classes that are commonly used in this system include Object, 

ApplicationModel, Dictionary, OrderedCollection, SortedCollection, String, View, 

Timestamp, etc. Explanations to these classes are given in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 : The system classes used for system implementation 

Class Names 

Object 

Applic&&odel 

Dicthluyy 

OrderedCoIlecclion 

Explmations 

A root super-class of Smdtak from which alL other classes 
are descended 

A class to provide frameworks to help manage user interface 
applications with MVC (Model-View-ControlIer) components 

A class for storing data in fom of a key-and-value pair where 
key is described by a symbol and value that can be any 
Smalltalk object 

A class that stores Smalltalk objects in the order they were 
added, and wiU grow and shrink as adding and removing 
objects 



Table 6.1 : The system classes used for system implementation (continued) 

In addition to the system classes, a number of new classes have been created for 

implementation of the intelligent production scheduling system. Those new classes were 

defined as sub-classes of the system classes. ALI the variables and methods of super- 

classes are inherited by the sub-classes automatically. The newly created classes are 

organized in different categories, as presented in Table 6.2. Among the classes listed in 

this table, the classes in the categories Feature-Design and Feature-Design-Ill~funce were 

developed for the intelligent product design system [Yadav 981. 

Class Names 

SorfedCollecrion 

Slring 

View 

Timestamp 

Table 6.2: New created classes and categories used for system implementation 

Explaoa tioos 

A class that sorts the stored Smalltalk objects according to 
some collating sequences 

A sub-class of OrderedCollection 

A class for representing an array of characters 

A class that is used to present to user the information 
contained in a model 

A class for representing and operating time in form of 
year/monthldayho~~/minute/second 

categories 

Feature-Desi' 

Ferrhrre-Design- 
Insfante 

Classes 

CIassFeatureBrowser 

F e a ~ ~ a s s  

FeatureInitialize 

MainBfowser 

InstanceBrowser 

Featurehstance 

Super-classes 

ApplicationModel 

AppLicationModeI 

d 



Table 6.2: New created classes and categories used for system implementation 
(continued) 

A number of gIobaI variables have been defined in the system to preserve the 

knowledge and data. For instance, the global variables FacilityCategoryDic and 

PersonnelCutegoryDic are used to store aU the facility agents and personae1 agents 

respectively. When a new facility agent or personnel agent is defined, its description is 

stored in the global variable FacilityCategoyDic or PersonnelCutegoryDic. The major 

global variables used in this system are listed in Table 6.3. 

A Smalltalk class called Systdnitialize has been defined in the system for 

initializing all the global variables. When a new copy of Smalltalk system is used, the 

user shouId execute the instance method initialize of the class Systdnitiaiiie. 

Super-Classes 

ApplicationModel 

ApplicationModel 

View 

Categories 

Resource 

Scheduling 

Classes 

FacilityResourceBrowser 

FacilityAgent 

FacilityMediator 

P e r s o ~ e ~ e s o ~ ~ ~ e B r o w s e r  

P e r ~ ~ ~ e l A g e n t  

PersonnelMediator 

SchedulingBrowser 

OrderAgent 

RootNode 

SearchNode 

FacilityWorkloadChart 

PersonnelWorkloadChart 



Table 6.3: Major global variables used in this system 

6.2.1 New Classes for implementing the Resource Management Module 

Variables 

FeatureCiztegoryDic 

FeaturelnstanceDic 

FeatureAspectsList 

FeatureImtanceAspecfit 

FaciUyCategotyDk 

F ~ A s p e c t c l L i s t  

PemnnelCiafeguryDk 

Perso~elAspectList 

Order= 

AU facility agents and persome1 agents are translated into Smalltalk classes. Two 

Smalltalk classes, called FociliyAgent and PersorznelAgent, are used to represent the 

fxiIity agent and personnel agent respectively. 

FacilityResourceBrowser and PersonnelResourceBrowser are the two Smalltalk 

classes for implementing the facility resource browser and the personnel resource 

browser respectively. The methods in these classes are used to define the interfiice and 

implement the actions of menu items. When a f e t y  agent or a personnel agent is being 

Stored Data 

Class features defined in the 
system 

Instance features generated 
in the system 

List of aspects shown in the 
class feature browser 

List of aspects shown in the 
instance feature browser 

Facility agents defmed in 
the system 

List of aspects shown in the 
facility resource browser 

Personnel agents defined in 
the system 

List of aspects shown in the 
personnel resource browser 

Orders defined in the 
system 

T Y P ~  

Dictionary 

Dictionary 

OrderedCollection 

OrderedCollection 

Dictionary 

OrderedCollection 

Dictionary 

OrderedCollection 

Dictionary 

A 



defied, the actions to be performed include saving and removing the descriptions of 

facility agents or personnel agents, including types, function-constraints, and time- 

constraints. These descriptions are stored in S malltalk variables. For instance, the data 

structure to store the facility agents is shown in Figure 6.4. 

#FacilityCategoryDic , 
'L ....... Category Dictionary I 

1 

Agent Name: #FA01 
Category: #Assemblyunit 
**.*** 

Rgure 6.4: The data structure in which a facility agent is stored 

6.2.2 New Classes for Implementing the Production Schedultng 
Mechanism 

In this system, the following Smalltalk classes are related with the implementations of 

predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling: 

ScheduIingBrowser 

Facility Workloadchart 

PersonnetWbrkCoadChart 

OrderAgent 



The Smalltalk class SchedulingBrowser is used for implementing the interface for 

generating the production order and conducting the scheduling process. The major 

methods defined in this class mainly include: 

GeneruteNewOrder 

DoEarliestDeliveryTheBasedScheduling 

DoDueTimeB~seciScheduling 

C'eIAnOldUrder 

Inse MUrgentOrder 

ChangeFacilityStat~cs 

ChangePersonnelStatus 

Do FirsrReschedu lingstrategy 

DoSecondReschedulingStrutegy 

The scheduling result is presented using the two Smalltalk classes 

Facility Worktoadchart and PersonnelWorklodChart, which are sub-classes of Smalltalk 

class View. 

The descriptions of a production order are preserved in the SmalltaIk class 

OrdcrAgent. Each of order agents has a number of instance variables to descn'be the 

different types of descriptions. The instance variables of the class OrderAgent hcIude: 

arrivalTr'me 

dueTim 

iDNlmrber 

amoiult 



schedulingObjective 

releaseTime 

comp1etionTime 

schedule 

The two Smalltalk classes SearchNode and RootNode are used for heuristic search in 

the predictive scheduling process. These classes represent search states using a number of 

variabfes as follows: 

currentSearchT~sk 

evaluation Value 

td3eScheduiingFeature.s 

toBeSchedulingTarks 

schedulingResult 

currentVersionResourceManngemenModule 

The reactive scheduling is conducted based on the match-up rescheduling approach 

and agent-based negotiation. To execute the match-up rescheduling for responding to 

production demand changes and resource changes, the Smalltalk class FaciliryMcdiutor 

has the following methods: 

canceIAn0MOrder 

insertAnUrgentOrder 

firsrRtschduIingStrategyForResourceC~ 

secondReschedulingSttutegyForResuurceC~ 

T o  realize agent-based negotiation in scheduling process, the Smalltalk classes 

Facili~Agent. Persorute1Agent. FacilityAgent, and Personnefigent have their methods 

such as: 

In Facili~Agent 

getRequest: 

submitBi& with: 

proposeFinishTim:witkwith: 



proposeReheTime: with: with: 

In PersonneLAgent 

getRequest: 

submiti3iikwith: 

proposeFinishTime:with: with: 

proposeReIeaseTie:with:with.- 

In FacililyMediator 

getRequest: 

sendAnnomcement 

In PersonnelMediator 

getRequestFromFaciliryAgent:with:with: 

6.3 System Evaluation 

We evaluate performance of the intelligent production scheduling system based on a 

simulation model for window production at Gienow Building Products Ltd. Gienow 

Building Products Ltd. is a manufacturing company for producing windows and doors. 

The production management, including design and manufacturing activities, at this 

company is based upon the orders from the customers. 

In the simulation model, the manufacturing resources in job-shop, including facilities 

and persons, are d e s c r i i  the same as those in Section 4.3.3. Eleven facilities are 2 

cutting machines, 1 framing machine, 7 assembly units, and I packing unit, while eleven 

persons are assigned to work for the relevant facilities. 

The window products to be ordered in the simulation are instance features of class 

features Wndow and WindowCentec as described in Section 4.2.1. Manufacturing 

requirements for these products are defined in Section 4.2.2. 

The evaluation of the system performance wiU be presented in Section 6.3.1 and 

Section 63.2. 



Worth to be mentioned, a qualitative comparison of the scheduling approaches 

proposed in this research with conventionaI centraked scheduling approaches would 

have been desirable, although the theoretical analysis on advantages of distributed 

scheduling approach has been discussed in Chapter 2. Unfortunately, due to the limitation 

of experimental facilities, we have not conducted the testing experiment for this 

comparison. In the future work, the testing experiment will be desirable and should focus 

on the following issues, as listed in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: Comparison of the scheduling approaches proposed in this research with 

conventional centralized scheduling approaches [S haw 871 

6.3.1 Performance at Predictive Scheduling 

The performance of predictive scheduling for this system is evaIuated in the following 

two aspects: scheduling quality and efficiency. In the predictive scheduling process, the 

optimal schedule is identified using heuristic search - the beam search method is 

empfoyed to improve the search efficiency. Thus, the scheduling quality is measured by 

the objective function selected in the scheduling process: the earliestdelivery-time 

objective k c t i o n  or the due-time objective function. The scheduling efficiency is 

measured by the number of the search nodes that are generated in heuristic search. 

The Approaches Proposed in 
Tbis Research (Distributed 

Approach) 

a number of coUaborativc entities 

coordination through exchanging 
messages 

only the particular entity would 
bc disrupted 

A distributed database 

local updating without 
communication activities 

Execution of Scheduling 
(Efficiency of Scheduling) 

Control Mechanism for 
Scheduling 

Vtherability to 
Scheduler's Falluse 

Manufacturing Database 

MaintaiDing Dynamic 
System Information 

ConventionaI Approaches 
(Centralized Approach) 

only one master scheduler 

master-slave control with 
unidirectional message-passing 

entire system would stop 

a global database 

constant updating through 
communication messages 



In this simulation, two orders, Order 1 and Order 2, are assumed to have been 

scheduled with the earliestdelivery- time objective function and the due-time objective 

hnc tion respectively . 
Order 1: Release Time: 101 16/98 8:30 AM, Completion T i e :  1011 6198 1 1 :25 AM. 

Order 2 Release Time: 1011 6/98 10: 10 AM, Completion Tie:  10/ 16198 1 :00 PM. 

Currently, two new orders, Order 3 and Order 4, need to be scheduled. The system 

performance is evaluated using the following scheduling results generated for the two 

new orders: 

Order 3 Arrival Time: 10/15198 8:10 AM, Objective function: the earliest- 

delivery-time objective function. 

Order 4: Due Time: 10116198 2:30 PM, Objective function: the due-time objective 

function. 

The relation between the beam width used in search process and the scheduling 

qualityfefficiency are shown in Figure 6.5 and figure 6.6. These figures show that (1) 

when the beam width is increased, the objective meas- is improved as follows: the 

completion time for Order 3 is shifted to earlier time and the release time for Order 4 is 

moved to later time close to due time; (2) when the beam width is increased, the number 

of search nodes is also increased, meaning the scheduling efficiency is decreased. 

6.3.2 Performance of Reactive Scheduling 

In the intelligent production scheduling system, reactive scheduliag is conducted to nvise 

only part of the original schedule for responding to the production demand changes and 

resource changes without rescheduling all the required tasks. The reactive scheduling 

quality is also measured by the objective fhction, the eadiest-delivery-time objective 

function and the due-time objective function. The scheduling efficiency is measured by 

the number of the revised tasks in the reactive scheduling process. - 
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(a) The relation betwaen beam width and scheduling 
quality (the earliest-delivety-time objective function) 
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(b) The relation between beam width and scheduling 
efficiency (the number of search nodes) 

Figure 6.5: The system performance of predictive scheduling with 
the earliestaelivery-time objective function 

In Chapter 5, we have provided four case studies to illustrate the reactive scheduling 

functions of this system. The four reactive scheduling results generated in those cases are 

used to evaluate the system performance of reactive scheduling. 
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(b) The relation between beam width and scheduling I 1 
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Figure 6.6: The system performance of predictive scheduling with 
the due-time objective function 

( I )  Cmceling an Old Order 

In this case, as introduced in Section 5.2.3, five production orders, Order 1, Order 2, 

Order 3, Order 4, and Order 5, have been scheduled previously. Each order needs to 

produce a window product that is represented by C, an instance feature of class feature 

WindowCenter. Order 1, Order 2 Order 3, and Order 4 were scheduled using the 

due-time based scheduling. order5 was scheduled using the earliest-delivery-time based 



scheduling. At the current time, 10/1 W98 8:OO. one of the scheduled orders. Order I, is 

canceled based upon the customer's request. The system performance of reactive 

scheduling to respond to canceling an old order is illustrated in Table 6.4. 

The objective function measures for the remaining orders are improved after 

reschedule revision. 

The release time values for Order 2, Order 4 and Order 4 are increased 

towards to the due time values, and the completion time value for Order 2 is 

decreased backwards to the release time, 

The original schedule is partially revised for responding to canceling Order I. 

The ratio of task revision (number of revised taskdnumber of total tasks in 

revised schedule) is 48/60. 

Table 6.5: The system performance of reactive scheduling to respond to 

canceling an old order 

D - Due-time objective fwrction; E - Earliest-delivery-time objective function 

(2) Imening an Utgent Order 

Order 

Objective Function 

Due 77me 

In this case, as introduced in Section 5.2.4, four production orders, Order I ,  Order 2, 

Order 3, and Order 4, have been scheduled previously. Each order needs to produce a 

window product that is represented by C, an instance feature of class feature 

Windowcenter. as introduced in Section 42.2- Order 1, Order 2, and Ofder 3 were 
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scheduled by the due-time based scheduling. Order 4 was scheduled by the earliest- 

delivery-time based scheduling. At the current time, 10/15/98 3:00 PM, Order 5 needs 

to be inserted with an urgent due-time requirement, The system performance of reactive 

scheduling for responding to inserting an urgent order is illustrated in Table 6.5. 

The objective function measures for the remaining orders are worse after 

schedule revision. However, the due-time requirements for the remaining 

orders are still satisfied- 

The release time values for Order I, Order 2, Order 3 are decreased, and the 

completion time value for Order 4 is increased. The due-time requirements of 

Order I, Order 2 and Order 3 are still satisfied. 

The original schedule is partially revised for responding to inserting Order 5. 

The ratio of task revision (number of revised tasks/nwnber of total tasks in 

revised schedule) is 47/75. 

Table 6.6: The system performance of reactive scheduling to respond to 

inserting an urgent order 

D - Due-tihe objecrivejFmction; E - firfiest-delivery-time objectivefwr~n~on 

(3) Facility Breakzbwfts 

In this case. as introduced in Section 53.3, four production orders, O W  I .  Order 2, 

order 3, and Order 4, have been scheduled previousiy. A window product represented 
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by c, an instance feature of class feature Windowcenter. as introduced in Section 4.2.2, 

needs to be produced in each order. Order I and Order 2 were scheduled using the due- 

time based scheduling, while Order 3 and Order 4 were scheduled using the earliest- 

delivery-time based scheduling. At the current time. 10/16/1998 8:30, it is observed that 

the facility FFOl will not be available fiom IO/l6/7998 9:OO to 10/1W1998 9:20. The 

system performance of reactive scheduling to respond to facility breaks is illustrated in 

Table 6.6. 

The objective function measures for some remaining orders are worse after 

schedule revision. However, the due-time requirements for the remaining 

orders are still satisfied, 

The release time values for Order I and Order 2 are decreased and the 

completion time value for Order 4 is increased. However, the due-time 

requirements of Order I and Order 2 are still satisfied. 

The original schedule is partially revised for responding to facility FFOl 

breakdown. 

The ratio of task revision (number of revised tasknumber of total tasks in 

revised schedule) is 17/60. 

Table 6.7: The system performance of reactive scheduling to respond to 

facility breakdowns 
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(4) Personnel Absence 

In this case, as introduced in Section 5.3.4, four orders, Order 1, Order 2, Order 3, and 

Order 4, have been scheduled previously. A window product represented by c, an 

instance feature of class feature Windowcenter, as introduced in Section 4.2.2, needs to 

be produced in each order. Order I and Order 2 were scheduled using the due-time 

based scheduling, while Order 3 and Order 4 were scheduled using the earliest-delivery- 

time based scheduling. At the current time, 10/16/1998 8:30, it is observed that the 

person PM03 will not be available from 10/16/1998 8:30 to 10/16/1998 9:OO. The 

system peIforxnance of reactive scheduling to respond to personnel absence is illustrated 

in Table 6.7. 

The objective function measures for some remaining orders are worse after 

schedule reversion, and the due-time requirement for the order that is directly 

disrupted by the perso~el  absence cannot be satisfied in this case. 

The completion time values for Order 3 and Order 4 are increased. The due- 

time requirement of Order 3, which is disrupted directly by the personnel 

absence, cannot be satisfied. The schedule for Order I is not changed in the 

revised scheduie. 

Table 6.8: The system performance of reactive scheduling to respond to 

personnel absence 

D - Due-the ob~ective function; E - Earlr'est-dellivery-time objective function 
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The original schedule is partially revised for responding to facility PM03 

absence, 

The ratio of task revision (number of revised taswnurnber of total tasks in 

revised schedule) is 38/60. 

6.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the implementation and evaluation of the intelligent 

production scheduling system. The system has been impiemented using 

ViaualWorks/SmalItalk. In addition to the system classes of VisualWorks/SmaIltalk, a 

number of new classes have been created for implementation of this system. The 

performance of the system, including scheduling quality and efficiency, was evaluated 

based on a simulation model for window production at Gienow Products Lit. The 

experimental testing results for both predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling were 

given in this Chapter. 

A qualitative comparison of the scheduling approaches proposed in this research 

with conventional centralized scheduling approaches will be desirable in the future work. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter gives conclusio~ts of this work The future directiorir of this research are 

also discussed in this chapter. 

7.1 Conclusions 

This research was devoted to the development of an intelligent production scheduling 

system. In this system, manufacturing requirements, including tasks and precedence 

constraints for accomplishing these tasks, are described using the feature-based product 

representation scheme. Manufacturing resources are organized using agent-based 

distriiiuted system approach. in which manufacturing resources including facilities and 

persons are defined as agents that are coordinated by two mediators: facility mediator and 

personnel mediator. This system incorporates two scheduling functions: predictive 

scheduling and reactive scheduling. In the intelligent predictive scheduling mechanism, 

the optimal production task sequences and their timing parameters, and resource 

a l l d o n  for producing the products ordered by customers are identified based upon 

heuristic search and agent-based negotiation. Two intelligent reactive scheduling 

mechanisms are developed in this system to revise partial originaI scheduIes for 

responding to production demand changes and resource changes respectively. The 

inteUigent reactive scheduling is conducted based on match-up rescheduling approach 

and agent-based negotiation in a muIti-agent environment. 



The contributions of this research are summarized below. 

(1) Constraints in design and manufacturing aspects were considered in 
production scheduling. 

In production scheduling, manufacturing constraints are defined as available 

manufacturing resources. In the conventional production scheduling systems, 

manufacturing requirements are given as production tasks. which specify their 

requirements for manufacturing resources including facilities and persons. These 

tasks are not associated with the design descriptions/constraints. In this research, an 

integrated scheme for representing product design and manufacturing requirements 

has been developed 

In this research, the manufacturing requirements for producing ordered products 

were described using the feature-based product modeling module. In this module, the 

product primitives are modeled as features. Features were described at two different 

levels, class level and instance level, corresponding to generic product library and 

special product data respectively. Instance features were generated using class 

features as their templates. Manufacturing requirements to produce the products, 

including tasks and precedence constraints for accomplishing these tasks, were 

modeled as part of the feature descriptions. Design constraints, such as relations 

among composing features of product, were described in this module and were 

considered in production scheduling. 

Two types of manufacturing resources, faciIities and persons, are considered as 

manufacturing constmints in this system. 

(2) Intelligent predictive scheduling and reactive scheduling were 
implemented in a multi-agent environment 

Conventionally, the scheduling systems are developed using centraked approach, by 

which the manufacturing resource databases a~ described at the same place and 

accessed by a centralized control system. With the increase of the manufacturing 

system complexity, manufacturing activities often take place at different locations, 



thus requiring different knowledge bases and databases at different places. Therefore, 

distributed resource modeling approach is needed. 

In this research, the agent-based distributed approach was used to model the 

manufacturing resource management module. The manufacturing resources were 

described as agents, including facility agents and personnel agents. The activities of 

agents were coordinated by two mediators, facility mediator and personnel mediator. 

The facility agents and penomel agents communicated and negotiated with each 

other through the two mediators during the scheduiing process. 

Among the existing intelligent scheduling approach, the traditional heuristic 
C 

search based scheduling is effective to identi@ the optimal predictive schedule 

considering constraints. However, due to the large search space, improvement in 

scheduling efficiency, while maintaining the scheduling quality, has to be conducted. 

In this research, the heuristic search based scheduling was implemented in a multi- 

agent environment to improve the scheduling efficiency. 

The reactive scheduling usually attempts to revise only partial original schedules 

for responding to the production environment changes without rescheduling all the 

scheduled tasks. To this end, two reactive scheduling mechanisms were developed in 

a multi-agent environment for responding to production demand changes and 

resource changes in order to minimize the disruption to original schedule, while to 

satisfy the design and manufacturing constraints. 

This research can be served as a basis for associating computer-based design and 

manufacturing systems in an integrated environment 

7.2 Future Work 

The effectiveness of production scheduling using the developed intelligent production 

scheduling system has been proved by the system evduation examples. To hraher 

improve this system, the research should focus on the following issues: 



(1) Integrating manufacturing requirements with more design descriptionr/co~tstraints 

In this system, a feature-based integrated scheme for representing product design 

descriptioaslconstraints and manufilctwing requirements has been developed. 

However, only the relations among composing features of the product are viewed as 

the design constraints in scheduling process. Since many design descriptions and 

constraints, such as dimensions, tolerances, and material requirements, also 

influence the requirements of manufacturing tasks, the system should integrate 

manufacturing requirements with more design descriptions and constraints. 

(2) Considering more monujiucturing constraints in production scheduling 

Manufacturing resources are the manufacturing constraints to be considered in 

production scheduling. Each resource has its own characteristics and knowledge and 

is described as an agent, such as a facility agent or a personnel agent. Currently, the 

type, functions, and time constraints of each resource are considered during the 

scheduling process. To improve this system, more manufacturing constraints, such as 

manufacturing capability, manufacturing cost waturana 961, and manufacturing 

accuracy of facilities (machines) should be considered in production scheduling. 

(3) Improving reactive scheduling capability 

In this research, the match-up rescheduling approach was implemented in a multi- 

agent environment for responding to production demand changes and resource 

changes, including cancehg an old order, inserting an urgent order, faciJity 

breakdown, and personnel absence. However, if this system is expected to be applied 

in actual job-shops and plants, the reactive scheduling capability should be improved 

for responding to more comptex schedule disturbances, such as a facility breakdown 

with the processing part destroyed, increasing new facilities or persons in job-shop, 

and so on. 

(4) Evaluating the proposed predictive scheduling und reactive scheduling mechanisms 

using the MetaMorph prototype 

MetaMorph is a multi-agent architecture for development of intelligent 

manufacturing control system proposed by Maturana and Norrie Matunma 961. A 



prototype of MetaMorph architecture has been developed at the University of 

Calgary based on a computer network that are associated with the physical 

manufacturing system. This prototype can be used as the experimental test-bed to 

evaluate the efficiencies of the scheduling mechanisms proposed in this research. 

The qualitative comparison of the distributed scheduling approach with the 

centralized scheduling approach wiU be investigated based on the results of the 

testing experiments. 
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